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Chapter 1431 - Immortal Source 

“How did you guys get this rock?” The elder asked, his eyes narrowed. 

Originally, the Five Spirits War Chariot’s owner Qi Hong already put it away, but just now, he purposely 

brought it out again to let this elder take look at it, see if he knew about its origins. 

“It came from the foreign side!” Qi Hong didn’t hide anything, directly stating. 

“I knew that it came from that side! They dug it up a long time ago, only revealing it now.” The elder 

nodded, and then he said to himself, “This is one of the reasons why their young supreme beings could 

grow up so quickly.” 

“What is this?” Someone asked, urgently wishing to know. 

“It was originally innate essence, but after being dyed with long life matter, it immediately became 

extraordinary!” The elder said. 

Everyone shivered inwardly, feeling deeply shocked. Whenever there was a set amount of long life 

matter, then it would be enough to be called a divine medicinal good! 

“Innate essence, you all should know what this is, right?” The elder asked. 

No one expected him to not act reserved, instead smiling, joyfully discussing with them. n--𝓸/-𝗏-)𝑬(-
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Innate essence, this was the essence of this world, able to form essence walls and other things. If one 

refined it for cultivation, there would be beneficial effects. 

At the same time, some people knew that those at the very peak could refine this type of wondrous 

rock, return it to its original form, turning it into a liquid, using it to seal objects. 

Only, the effects weren’t that great. 

At the very least, for true experts, the effects weren’t all that significant. 

Unless a supreme being took action to refine the divine liquid, adding all types of divine substance, only 

then can experts at the Self Release Realm or lower be sealed. However, it was useless against other 

supreme beings themselves. 

Meanwhile, this thing before them, was actually related to innate essence? 

However, why did it have long life substance, how did it get contaminated? 

At the same time, everyone developed other suspicions. Could it be that the other side could unearth 

large amounts of this type of stone, all of it containing long life substance? 

This thing before them was completely different from innate essence. After being soaked in long life 

matter, its composition became completely different, as if it underwent a change. 



“This thing is extremely rare even in the other side. Don’t forget, in this world, only immortal medicines 

still have a large amount of long life matter condensed!” The elder said. 

According to what he said, due to unknown reasons, these stones condensed quite a bit of long life 

matter, their value shockingly great. 

If one could gather enough of it, and then refine it, who knows, perhaps the amount of long life 

substance extracted might even be equivalent to that of a stalk of long life medicine. 

“If the divine liquid gathered by supreme beings is turned into a Divine Spring, then this thing would 

become an Immortal Spring!” The elder said. 

Everyone became stupefied. This thing was completely different from what supreme beings refined, but 

the meaning was similar, both of them condensed liquid that contained astonishing substance. 

However, the difference was as great as heaven and earth! 

“This type of thing can seal a supreme being for eternity. As long as he doesn’t appear in the world, then 

he can continue living.” The elder said. 

The Divine Spring didn’t have these effects, it couldn’t accomplish this, unable to seal the true few 

supreme beings of this world, only effective against Self Release Realm cultivators. 

Meanwhile, this type of thing that contained immortal dao substance could do it! 

“Can this thing seal immortals? Can it suppress undying beings?” Someone asked. 

It was because they suddenly discovered that even though this elder was a servant, he knew too much, 

his understanding of the other side extremely deep! 

Everyone had a suspicion that maybe he even went to the other side before, to the extent where he 

might have came from that side, in the end taking up residence in the Nine Heavens’ restricted region. 

“It can, if it is liquid it can seal immortals, and it can preserve undying beings throughout eternity. This 

thing’s value is too astonishing! However, it is too rare.” The elder nodded, eyes releasing light. 

At this moment, everyone was greatly moved. 

Suddenly, someone raised a question. 

“If it is named Immortal Spring, wouldn’t this mean that immortal dao experts can produce this type of 

thing” The one who asked this was one of Wei Family’s Four Phoenixes. 

“No, this thing isn’t something a True Immortal can produce, undying existences similarly unable to do 

so. It is rumored that not even an Immortal King can do it. Just like how a Divine Spring can only be 

refined by supreme beings, this type of thing is likely something only immortal dao supreme beings can 

create, which is to say that only existences of that cultivation realm which doesn’t exist can produce it.” 

The elder said seriously. 

The cultivation realm that didn’t exist he was talking about made everyone tremble, because everyone 

immediately guessed that this was the undying emperor Anlan, Shutuo, and the others were searching 

for. 



“Shutuo and the other foreign undying kings aren’t enough?” Tuogu Yulong asked, wishing to verify this. 

“They cannot. Just like how the Divine Spring can only be produced by the peak existence of human dao, 

Immortal Spring can only be made by undying emperors.” The elder said with a sigh. 

However, according to what he said, this world didn’t have creatures of this level at all! 

That was why this thing was naturally produced, not artificially made, thus extremely rare, not much of 

it in existence. 

As a result, if one wished to find it in a liquid state, that would be even more difficult! 

“Undying level existence can refine a Divine Spring, about the same as the supreme beings. If they insist 

on increasing the effects, they have to add some long life immortal medicine and other goods inside, but 

that is too extravagant, the gains not making up for the losses, too wasteful.” The elder said with a sigh. 

Pertaining to the refinement of matter in the human dao realm, everyone knew a bit. 

They never expected for the Immortal Spring to really exist. The stone Qi Hong brought was precisely 

something of this sort. 

“This is even a bit more precious than the Life Stone from Origin Ancient Mine.” The elder said with a 

sigh. 

He then explained a step further, saying, “Of course, the most precious Life Stone is still much more 

valuable than the Immortal Spring, but now, that type of Life Stone source has long dried up, impossible 

to find. Even normal Life Stones, or even scraps of Life Stones, would be treated in this later era as 

amazing treasures. Good things are becoming fewer by the day...” 

“Senior, if I may ask, what is there in Origin Ancient Mine?” Shi Hao asked with a look of confusion, his 

expression simple and honest, as if he was asking absent-mindedly. 

“Don’t try to feign naivety, stop trying to fish for information from me! There are some things that 

shouldn’t be said, can’t be said, randomly discussing others isn’t a good thing.” The elder said. 

En? 

This made everyone tremble. Could it be that Origin Ancient Mine had living creatures, also becoming a 

world of its own, and that was why he was talking like this? 

“Senior, this isn’t that much, please help me dispel my doubts.” Shi Hao caressed the Lightning Pool with 

his fingers, speaking to him like this. 

The elder gave the Lightning Pool a look, his eyes swirling with light. In the end, he didn’t hide anything, 

and then after swallowing a mouthful of saliva, he said, “As for Origin Ancient Mine, what I can tell you 

all is that it is best if you don’t go to that place. There was previously a restricted region, all of its 

creatures buried there. Apart from that, the so-called protectors with the surname Dugu, quite a few of 

them died as well.” 

When they heard these things, everyone felt a headache. It was just too shocking, these secrets were 

too astonishing! 



The protectors’ descendant Dugu Yun also came, his expression blank, but his pupils were contracting. 

He stood there, not moving at all. 

“Even the people inside a restricted region will die?” Many people didn’t dare believe this. This was all 

of the creatures in a restricted region! They all died in Origin Ancient Mine? 

This was just too shocking! Many people couldn’t believe it. 

“Indeed, after provoking something they shouldn’t have, of course they have to die as well. That is why 

you young ones have to remember, don’t seek luck to avoid disaster, don’t try to get out of a 

predicament recklessly.” The elder sighed. 

Was this fella really a servant? He knew too much! Everyone really wanted to hold him down and force 

out all the secrets he knew. 

However, they could only sigh, because they knew that this wasn’t realistic. It wouldn’t be enough even 

if they invited over an unmatched being from Imperial Pass, because if they ended up angering the 

restricted region’s lord, things would definitely become extremely bad. 

“Senior, just tell us a bit more...” That young lady implored. 

“Actually, I don’t know that much about that place either. I only heard a bit when master chatted with 

others.” The elder shook his head, unclear if he was refusing or if he really didn’t know. 

“When the other side comes, they will definitely head there. This has already been set a long time in 

advance.” The elder spoke one more line. 

He thought for a bit, and then unexpectedly revealed a bit more. “Back then, in the last great era, it was 

unknown just how many matchless creatures died. Supreme Hall even lost an important figure there. 

Apart from this, there was a rumor that that place has a portion of the mysterious ancient burial 

region.” 

The information of the latter half was extremely astonishing. It was because according to what everyone 

understood, the ancient burial regions were all outside Desolate Border. 

Of course, the ancient burial regions that were talked about here were the ones Anlan, Shutuo, and 

others previously excavated. They were extremely ancient and mysterious! 

“Apart from this, that place might be linked to a different place, seemingly a passage.” The elder actually 

spoke this much, but after that, he no longer said anything. He shook his head, releasing a sigh. 

“I went inside before, even though I didn’t go in too deeply, I came out alive. I also saw a stalk of long 

life medicine!” Shi Hao said, wishing to provoke the elder. 

“You brat, you really are a freak!” The elder stared at him, evaluating him like this. From past until now, 

those who could go in and come out alive really were few. 

“There is a piece of ancient burial region there, so for it to be accompanied by a stalk of long life 

immortal medicine is naturally not without reason. I also knew this, but unfortunately, that stalk of 

medicine has developed intelligence, cannot be caught.” The elder sighed with regret. 



Chapter 1432 - A Frightening Future 

Origin Ancient Mine actually had these secrets! 

Everyone could only sigh. No wonder they couldn’t figure out that place even after all these years, dying 

as soon as they entered. Turns out even the troops of a restricted region were all buried within. This 

place was terrifying after all. 

The elder stared at Shi Hao, looking at him again and again, feeling more and more that this fella was 

special. They really shouldn’t leave him outside, they had to pull him into the Nine Heavens’ restricted 

region. 

However, there was no way Shi Hao would follow him, he had too much to worry about. If this restricted 

region could join the war, fight against the other side, then he would join without any hesitation! 

Only, he knew that this was impossible. The restricted regions were far above. Even though the world 

was ruined, they still existed. However, this was on the premise that they didn’t take the initiative to 

provoke the other side, and as a result, both sides felt restraining fear towards each other. 

“You cannot act randomly with this Lightning Pool!” In the end, the elder warned him again and again, 

telling him that he couldn’t defile and waste it. 

“Relax, I will control myself. Of course, if you all are worried, you can send me some good food, for 

example, some stored dragon or live phoenix marrow, that way, I promise I won’t have any interest in 

this Lightning Pool, won’t cook it.” Shi Hao was all smiles, joking around. 

The elder released a chuckle. Only this youngster dared speak to him like this here. 

The others were relatively taciturn, yet Huang really was easygoing, not really watching himself that 

much. He acted calmly even before the restricted region guest, even half jokingly messing around. 

“Sigh, this world’s environment has changed, worsening by the year.” The elder gave that piece of 

Immortal Spring a look, and then said, “I reckon that one day, even this type of thing would dry up. Even 

though it still exists, the long life matter will have completely died out.” 

According to his suspicions, in the later era, the treasures and heavenly materials of this world were all 

inferior to the past. It couldn’t be compared at all. 

From what he said, the later era, after endless time passed, a great era elapsing, the so-called Immortal 

Spring might only equate to the present Divine Spring. 

As for the Divine Spring, it will likely become an even more inferior good. 

“The best of Origin Ancient Mine’s Life Stones have already dried up, cannot be found anymore. I 

believe that the creatures of the later world would treat even bits and pieces as supreme treasures.” He 

said with a sigh. 

“Will our inheritance be cut short because of this?” Someone asked. 

Many people revealed grave expressions, because if the later era truly developed to that state, it might 

become a final phase era, the natural laws might no longer exist! 



“At that time, all creatures’ lifespans would decrease, those who could live for millions of years would 

never appear again unless they are sealed through special methods. Normally speaking, those at the 

peak of the mortal dao could only live ten thousand or so years!” 

When they heard the elder’s saying, everyone sucked in a cold breath of air. Even if they already knew 

this, hearing from other seniors, they still trembled now, feeling like it was too terrifying. 

One had to understand that there were many experts who lived over hundreds of thousands of years, 

this wasn’t all that strange of a thing. 

In the future, it would be that difficult to live even past ten thousand years? 

“Will it really be that cruel?” Someone said with a soft voice, not really believing that the environment 

of the world would worsen to this extent. 

“It will, it will only be worse than what you can imagine. Perhaps, in that era, only a few could live past 

ten thousand years. Once they attain enlightenment and reach the peak of mortal dao, even if others 

are just as stunning, if they are just half a step late, they would be destined to be left behind. It is 

because once one obtains natural luck, the consumption would be too great, and this world is a 

balanced one!” The elder said. 

“Since the environment would be this horrible, at that time, can one even smoothly cultivate? Perhaps 

no one can reach the peak anymore, right?” Someone expressed their doubts. 

Many people felt like if the environment really was that bad, perhaps all inheritances would be cut 

short, unable to produce any more cultivators. 

“What are cultivators? We compete with the heavens, with the earth, defying the world. It will not end 

there.” The elder shook his head. 

“Moreover, even if it will no longer be the golden age, the cultivation environment changing greatly, the 

dao is eternal. If one can sense the great dao, then one can still cultivate. It is to the extent where the 

heavenly tribulation that has now disappeared might reappear.” The elder said. 

“At the same time, this world’s environment would return. Even though as a whole, it is worsening, 

becoming more and more withered up, there will still be a final brilliance. For example, in some special 

era, the earth would surge with a sweet spring, heavens releasing essence energy, low grade divine 

springs and other things appearing. Of course, these are my master’s speculations, I cannot predict what 

later generations will be like.” The elder sighed. 

According to the most powerful figure of the restricted region’s suspicions, no matter how bad the 

environment is, cultivators would still exist. 

The elder added, “Only, at that time, no one would achieve immortality, the most powerful only able to 

live for ten thousand or so years, those who are might be able to live a second life, and then that is 

already quite good.” 

Everyone’s expressions changed. In the future, no one could achieve immortality. Is all hope completely 

severed? 

This was difficult for everyone to accept! 



This great era, currently, it seemed like even though no one could achieve immortality, there was still 

hope. Everyone felt like when the other side merged with this one, the environment would definitely 

change greatly! At that time, there would be people who would seize heavenly opportunities, fight over 

natural luck, take the chance to achieve immortality! 

In later eras, if the world dried up, long life matter completely scattered, then that would truly end the 

path of immortality! 

“According to my master’s suspicions, if we truly reach that state of world environment, if there are 

creatures who could attain perfection every step of the way along the path of cultivation, without the 

slightest flaw, then there might be some who can touch upon the immortal dao domain. However, there 

is only that bit of hope! Moreover, for a great era to have one person like that is already not bad!” 

The elder spoke, a bit moved. 

It was because he didn’t achieve immortality either, and his lifespan was quickly reaching its end as well. 

That was why he felt a bit of sympathy towards this, feeling pity for future creatures. n./𝑂/-𝐕./𝖾/.𝑙-
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“Why will the world’s environment change so drastically?” Someone asked. This was the root of the 

problem, he wanted to understand it. 

“This type of thing isn’t something you or me can understand, only those at the very top can.” The elder 

looked profoundly into the heavens. 

“Sigh, senior, why don’t the people from restricted regions come out? You all are just going to watch as 

the Nine Heavens Ten Earths fall to the other side, be massacred by them, do you all really have the 

heart to do this?” Finally, a youngster asked a comparatively more sharp question. 

He was quite dissatisfied towards the restricted regions. They also lived in this world, why did they only 

watch as fiends slaughtered their way over, not pay any attention? They didn’t show any intention of 

bearing any duty of protecting the mountains and rivers. 

When he heard this question, the elder laughed coldly, acting this coldly for the first time. “Youngster, 

you think too much. There are some things that you will never understand, some origins of the 

restricted regions you will forever never guess at.” 

En? 

Everyone was surprised. This was the first time he revealed a bit of killing intent. 

“Senior, please explain!” 

“The restricted regions do not belong to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, there are some whose origins are 

terrifyingly ancient, their backgrounds unimaginable.” The elder said. 

Then, he laughed coldly, saying, “Moreover, there are some creatures inside the restricted regions who, 

back then, did protect this world. However, in the end, heh!” 

He didn’t continue, but it made many people think deeply. 



Shi Hao immediately thought of the matters in Great Scarlet Sky. Back then, he followed into the primal 

chaos, discovering a mysterious small world that was completely isolated. 

There was a young True Phoenix there, a snow-white skeleton, as well as a woman’s coffin. The person 

in the coffin had previously said that she wishes to be secluded from the outside world, to turn that 

place into a restricted region. 

Meanwhile, back then, she had also protected the Nine Heavens, but in the end withdrew, no longer 

interfering. 

This really was mind-opening, making everyone can’t help but reconsider things. 

“Regardless, you can’t just watch the creatures of this world be massacred, completely wiped out, 

right?” That person was discontent, speaking like this. 

“Of course, there is one more reason that is the most important.” The elder said, not too worried about 

giving out a few more secrets. 

“My master deduced a few terrifying mysteries of heaven, which is why he is not willing to be tainted by 

the karma of the mortal world. I believe the other restricted regions are also like this, not willing to take 

action.” 

“What mysteries of heaven?” Everyone was shocked. 

“My unsurpassed master, after learning some secrets, for this, previously meditated for many years, not 

moving, some hair even becoming white, worrying and thinking.” The elder said. 

This only made them even more curious. For even the unsurpassed restricted region lord to be like this, 

just how terrifying of a thing was this?! 

“Just what exactly is it?” Tuogu Yulong couldn’t help but ask. 

“In the following years, if someone takes action, affected by karma, they would all die, no one able to 

live!” The elder said with a grave expression. 

Everyone became stunned. Then, their bodies went ice-cold, even the lord of the restricted region was 

going to die, if he took action, he would disappear? 

“As long as one is contaminated by karma, then there is only death!” The elder reemphasized. 

At this moment, everyone felt a chill run down their bodies from head to toe, feeling a deep sense of 

unease. What was the future going to be like? Even these types of unmatched figures, existences who 

had lived through great eras came to this conclusion, it was too terrifying. 

“Why is it like this?” Someone asked. 

“This great era is about to end, and then the darkest age will begin. Moreover, that age is destined to be 

erased from history, forgotten by later generations, blood and chaos becoming the main theme. In that 

era, the most terrifying great battle of all of history will erupt. The figures involved will not be limited to 

those born within a single great era, there will be one final clash!” 



The elder’s breathing was a bit rough, chest rising and falling. While speaking these things, even he 

couldn’t help but feel a bit moved, his heart beating a bit faster. 

“Why? What is going to happen? What is the reason for all of this?” The youngsters here were all 

confused, even Shi Hao feeling a bit alarmed. 

“I remember that the master was full of worry because of that terrifying scene, half of his hair becoming 

white because of this. There were unmatched figures who asked him, yet he responded with silence, 

only in the end did he say a single line.” 

“What did he say?” 

“It... will return!” 

Everyone was stunned. What kind of information did this statement imply? 

They all shivered inwardly, feeling their scalps turn cold. Just a simple sentence seemed to contain 

unmatched terror! 

“The unmatched existence inside the restricted region, did he not speak in further detail?” Someone 

asked quietly. 

“He didn’t. My master can cut down enemies of countless generations, sweep through the world, flatten 

everything under the sky, never fearing anything, but that time, after understanding some of the truth, 

he developed white hair. What do you all think? Just how terrifying is this matter? He never mentioned 

this thing again.” 

Based on what the elder said, Immortal Ancient Great Era’s battle was far from being enough, destined 

to disappear together with the next segment, not left behind. Compared to all of history, it wasn’t much. 

“That will definitely be the most chaotic, terrifying, and dark age. There will be so much killing that no 

one in the world would dare to claim to be supreme, so much killing the legendary gates will open at the 

same time, so much killing there will be no more immortals. The creatures of several great eras would 

emerge to settle things. Meanwhile, all of these, are merely what will happen on the surface!” The elder 

muttered, even he was becoming a bit absent-minded. 

Everyone’s fine hairs stood on end, finding this hard to accept. They wanted to know more, all of them 

staring at the elder, hoping that he could tell them more. 

“Was there not even a bit of enlightenment?” Someone asked resentfully. 

“After many years passed, my master’s mood calmed. He seemed to have said a few words: All of time 

decided by one.” The elder spoke in a heavy tone. 

Chapter 1433 - Small Gathering 

Everyone was momentarily stupefied, becoming quiet for quite some time. 

What they heard today was just too shocking. There were some secrets the elder revealed that they had 

never heard of before, shaking them down to their souls! 



Imperial Pass’ higher levels might know about some of these things, but they never talked about this 

before. It was because doing so would be completely useless, just like right now, only triggering panic 

and alarm. 

Many youngsters had absent-minded expressions on their faces, feeling like the future was too bleak, 

that this wasn’t real. Compared to that, what was their current situation like? The future was even more 

terrifying! 

Even the master of a restricted region had to go into hiding, not daring to be affected by karma out of 

fear of being killed! Just the thought of this alone made one’s scalp go numb! 

Many people felt their breathing become rushed, feeling stifled inside. When that day came, where 

would they be? Would they still be alive? Just how dark of an age would that be? 

“I have already seen quite a bit, it is time for me to return and give a report.” The elder said. He already 

engraved that map deep within his memories, remembering it. 

This thing was extremely special, very likely exactly what the restricted region was searching for. 

Whether or not someone would come to Imperial Pass after he brought it back was not something he 

could decide. 

“It’s time to leave!” 

His single foot landed on the ground. An expanse of white energy radiance emerged from below, 

gushing outwards. That balding rooster was waiting right outside the palace. 

“Senior, please wait, let us properly send you off!” The owner of the Five Spirits War Chariot Qi Hong 

said. 

The others all rushed over together, all of them urging him to stay. Even though this elder did reveal 

killing intent, in the end, he was still quite amiable, different from the restricted region guest they had 

imagined. 

They really wished to consult him for further guidance, learn more. 

At the same time, there were others who went out to deliver messages, hoping for the great figures in 

Imperial pass to come out and make this elder stay before, remain here for a few more days. 

“Dao brothers, there is no need for you all to come over here, this old one will head over!” The elder 

was straightforward and rather decisive. He sensed that there were great figures in the surroundings, 

and as such, directly spoke like this. 

He jumped onto the rooster’s back, and then it treaded on Jadefall Lake’s ripples, thus disappearing, no 

one able to stop him. 

He came in a hurry, also leaving in a hurry! 

On Jadefall Island, everyone found it hard to calm down, their hearts rising and falling, discussing 

spiritedly here. 



It was just too unexpected this time, someone actually coming here from the restricted region, 

moreover talking to them for such a long time. 

“Little friend, take good care of the Lightning Pool, don’t lose it.” The elder’s voice sounded from the 

horizon, warning once more. 

The gathering came to an end just like this. It was already approaching its conclusion anyway, without 

much more to discuss. 

The main reason was because the things the guest from the restricted region told them were too 

shocking, needing time to digest. They also had to return and report to their elders. 

“We’ll separate here then! Dao brothers, we will meet again on the battlefield, at that time, we’ll see 

who can kill more enemies, haha!” Someone said rather boldly. 

“It’s time to leave and cultivate in seclusion. If there really is great turmoil and darkness waiting for us, 

the darkest age, then I will definitely live until that day. I won’t participate in the power struggle, only 

wish to experience the cruelty and brilliance of that era, see which matchless figures there are, how 

things truly develop!” Someone also spoke like this with a sigh. 

The gathering came to an end just like that, everyone departing. 

“Shi Hao, let’s go drink here. Haha, the Lightning Tribulation liquid’s taste is too good, let us drink our 

fill!” Cao Yusheng was completely shameless, moving his way over. 

Shi Hao smiled, nodding in agreement. There were two other drunkards thinking about this, one of them 

being the Lunar Jade Rabbit, the other the Heavenly Horned Ant. 

At the same time, the Emperor Butterfly also flapped its wings, producing waves of ripples, seemingly 

also wishing to drink. 

“The Emperor Butterfly’s emergence is worth celebrating. Let’s go!” Shi Hao said. 

The Emperor Butterfly being powerful was not something Shi Hao didn’t expect, he knew a long time 

ago about its heaven-defying skills. This was an existence known as the emperors of bugs, able to 

command all bugs. 

“Haha, this is too great! Let’s drink until we’re satisfied. Also, I like eating vegetables!” The Lunar Jade 

Rabbit laughed. 

“Yeah, right! Do you still not understand yourself? You’ve been staring at the ten kings Shi Hao killed this 

whole time. When we just had the barbecue, you were eating until your entire mouth was greasy, yet 

you still have the nerve to constantly say you are a vegetarian!” Cao Yusheng directly exposed her. 

Peng! 

The Lunar Jade Rabbit took action, throwing the sleeping little Qilin in her arms at Fatty Cao’s face. As a 

result, two miserable cries sounded at the same time. 

“What a pity, there are still some people missing, our old friends are not all here.” Shi Hao said with a 

sigh. 



“They are cultivating in seclusio, because the pressure is too great, all of them wishing to break through, 

increase their strength a step further.” Cao Yusheng said. 

Witch, Chang Gongyan, Dragon Girl, and others were all in seclusion. They hadn’t seen them for a long 

time. When they felt like they reached the most perfect state themselves, they will leave the pass in 

search of opportunities. 

It was because doing so was extremely risky, that had to treat it seriously. 

Outside the pass was a massive battlefield, even more so having a divine medicine mountain ranges, 

immortal ancient lands and other places. There were great dangers, but also unimaginable 

opportunities. 

“Heh heh, I know you’re thinking about big sis Qing Yi, right?” The Lunar Jade Rabbit’s smile was 

extremely evil. Even though she looked like she was sculpted from jade, like a porcelain doll, her smile 

was a bit like a small fiend’s. 

“What does a kid like you know? What nonsense are you saying?” Shi Hao rubbed her silvery-white long 

hair, messing it up. 

“Little Stone, I’m going to fight you to the death!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit brandished her claws. 

Shi Hao learned from them that Qing Yi was brought to the Ancestral Altar together with Yue Chan. This 

made him tremble inwardly! 

What were they going to do? 

“By now, many people know that older sis Qing Yi is special, merging with the Green Lunar Flame Seed. 

There are some who suspect that she might have a great connection to Immortal Ancient’s Immortal 

Qing Yue!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit said. 

Cao Yusheng nodded and said, “This is indeed the case. However, you don’t need to worry, Great Elder 

Meng Tianzheng is also by the ancestral altar, so there definitely won’t be any danger for Qing Yi!” 

Shi Hao’s eyes flickered with radiance, but he didn’t say anything. He wasn’t really worried for Qing Yi’s 

safety, feeling like there wouldn’t be any issues. 

What he was worried was that Yue Chan also wen theret. This made his mind fall, because Qing Yi and 

Yue Chan were one to begin with. If those by the ancestral altar interfered, making them fuse into one, 

then... 

“Don’t worry, older sis Qing Yi is suspected to be related to Immortal Qing Yue, no one will make things 

difficult for her, everything will be voluntary.” The Lunar Jade Rabbit said. 

“Let’s hope that’s the case!” Shi Hao said. 

In the end, they returned to the tribe Stone Clan was located at. A few people surrounded a bonfire, 

controlling a dao flame in an extremely familiar manner, starting to cook good food. 



“Wow, so this is a Golden Devil Bird, one of the foreign King Clans? The wings are mine, don’t fight me!” 

The little rabbit shouted. After cleaning, she began to carefully roast it. It was golden and glossy, oil 

falling into the bonfire, releasing chi chi sounds, the fragrance wafting about. 

“This is a centipede, its appearance really is a bit frightening... However, after the shell is removed, there 

isn’t much difference between this and lobster meat.” Fatty Cao was quite daring, not scared off at all, 

directly throwing it into a cauldron to cook. 

“What a pity, there is no He Wushuang or He Ziming. I really want to eat them!” The Heavenly Horned 

Ant grinded his teeth, filled with hatred, wishing to get revenge in his older siblings’ place. 

They surrounded the bonfire, enjoying delicacies, attracting some of the tribe’s children. 

“Take it, don’t be too greedy. For you all, this stuff is just too strong. Bring it to your elders and tell them 

to digest it slowly.” Shi Hao warned. 

These children really couldn’t enjoy this stuff. 

“I want to drink lightning tribulation wine!” The usually sleepy little snow-white Qilin opened its eyes, 

drooling. 

The Emperor Butterfly also flew over, flapping its wings around a wine cup. 

“Alright, let’s enjoy it together!” 

Shi Hao produced that cauldron, distributing it generously here, enjoying it together with everyone. 

“I also want to cross tribulation!” This was the Emperor Butterfly’s divine will. It was extremely happy, 

finally coming out of seclusion. Its strength was now extremely great. 

“Sigh, when is this rock going to wake up?” Shi Hao rubbed that ornament on his hair, a sparkling stone. 

“If you place the Lightning Pool next to it, this fella will definitely wake up, chew it with great joy!” Fatty 

Cao said. 

Next to him, the Emperor Butterfly nodded continuously, expressing its agreement. 

Shi Hao was speechless. It was those who were at one’s side that understood each other best after all. 

“I can’t let it ruin this Lightning Pool yet. Even though I believe that this pool is sturdy and unbreaking, 

there is no guarantee. That stone is something else.” Shi Hao said. 

This thing was too important, he couldn’t afford to lose it for now. 

“Let’s wait until Great Elder comes back to see what is so strange about this Lightning Pool, if there 

really are three dragons in this pool.” The Lunar Jade Rabbit said. 

Right now, the Lightning Pool was sealed, they couldn’t undo the seal. They had to wait until Great Elder 

took action. 

In reality, they didn’t have to wait long. Great Elder came out of Ancestral Altar, following a five-colored 

divine light path, directly descending in Stone Clan’s tribe. 



It was unknown just how many tens of thousands of li long this path was. It stretched across the void, 

arriving instantly. 

“Great Elder!” Shi Hao and the others hurriedly got up, greeting him respectfully. 

“Don’t mind me and be seated, you don’t need to treat me with this much politeness like an outsider.” 

Great Elder smiled. When he saw the Lightning Pool on the grass, he directly waved his hand, and then it 

entered his hands. 

Chi! 

Multicolored clouds erupted, divine light rushing into the heavens, he undid the seal. At the same time, 

there was another streak of light in the Lightning Pool, precisely that streak of divine radiance that fled 

after the immortal killing guillotine scattered. n./𝑂/-𝐕./𝖾/.𝑙-/𝒷).I./n 

Right now, it moved again, wishing to escape. 

Great Elder used his matchless great divine force, suppressing it, preventing it from fleeing. 

Great Elder stared at the bottom of the Lightning Pool. Occasionally, one could see three living creatures 

within the abyss-like depths, resembling True Dragons. 

“Release the Lightning Spirits, throw one into the Lightning Pool.” Great Elder said. 

“Ah...” Not only was Shi Hao shocked, even Cao Yusheng, Heavenly Horned Ant and others were 

stunned. 

Chapter 1434 - Living Imprint 

Throw the Lightning Spirit into the Lightning Pool? What was he trying to do? 

“It is a test to see if the creatures at the bottom of the pool are creatures or imprints. There are many 

legends regarding Lightning Spirits, that they are born within heavenly tribulation. Meanwhile, this 

Lightning Pool is the same, having some connection.” Great Elder said calmly. 

Lightning Spirit, there were only three throughout the world, and they were all in Shi Hao’s hands. These 

things Wang Family obtained through great effort ended up shifting owners in the end. 

This was a terrifying type of creature. If they really grew up, they would possess the strength to sweep 

through all enemies! 

Shi Hao had been thinking about how he was going to make these three bugs submit all this time, how 

to convert them. Now that Great Elder came, it was the perfect time to ask him for guidance. 

However, no matter what, he never expected him to say that he should directly throw one into the 

Lightning Pool first. 

“Wait a bit, let me take out a bit of Lightning Tribulation Liquid first...” Shi Hao muttered. He really didn’t 

want so much precious liquid to be ruined by this bug. 

“Right! If we really throw it inside, I don’t dare drink it anymore, it’ll be too dirty!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit 

hurriedly nodded. 



Great Elder was completely still, not saying anything. 

“Gudong gudong...” The liquid in the Lightning Pool was poured into a bone cauldron, not much left 

behind. 

However, it still gave one a deep and immeasurable feeling, as if it was an abyss. The True Dragons at 

the bottom of the pool were still just that indistinct, unable to be seen clearly. 

Jiu jiu! 

The Lightning Spirit was crying out, extremely unwilling. However, Shi Hao held that golden one, directly 

throwing it inside. 

What was shocking was that this chopstick length golden Lightning Spirit, even though it was furious and 

unwilling in Shi Hao’s hands, when it entered the Lightning Pool, it immediately cheered excitedly, 

continuously jumping about. 

It produced many sparks, in the end even more so directly throwing itself into the bottom of the pool. 

En? 

Everyone was shocked. It actually threw itself towards the True Dragons, as if they were its prey. 

Shi Hao, Fatty Cao, and the Heavenly Horned Ant were all stupefied. It wasn’t that they didn’t know how 

ferocious the Lightning Spirits were, but it actually dared attack the True Dragons? Just how savage was 

this?! 

“I really am starting to become suspicious. Are they really young True Dragons? The Lightning Spirit 

actually wants to eat it! It’s too strange!” 

Inside the Lightning Pool, water splashed about. The Lightning Spirit disappeared in an instant, turning 

into a streak of golden light, rushing at a True Dragon, throwing itself over. 

However, something shocking happened. The True Dragon youth was not eaten, instead merging with it, 

the two as if becoming one, swimming about there. 

When this type of conclusion was produced, everyone became a bit disappointed and frustrated, feeling 

a bit regretful. 

“How did this Lightning Spirit merge with it? It is almost like a body and its shadow, following it as it 

moves.” Cao Yusheng said. 

“I suspect that the Lightning Spirits aren’t true complete bodies, but rather still evolving. Otherwise, why 

are they this rare, impossible to find in this world?” Great Elder Meng Tianzheng said. 

Shi Hao and Cao Yusheng were both stupefied. Then, after thinking for a bit, they became incomparably 

shocked. 

“Senior, don’t tell me you are saying that there are no Lightning Spirits, this type of creature to begin 

with, it is a special state of a certain type of creature?!” They stared at Great Elder, eyes burning 

fervently. 



This was especially the case with Shi Hao. He grabbed that silver and red Lightning Spirit, carefully 

examining them. 

The two Lightning Spirits screamed, continuously struggling. They were like snakes, but were too 

formidable, daring to attack anything. They didn’t fear lightning tribulation, extremely heaven-defying. 

“If they produce horns, reveal some claws, wouldn’t they just be True Dragons?” Cao Yusheng muttered. 

n.-𝕠()𝑽.)𝚎)-𝓵.-𝐁/-1).n 

It was because they seemed to be even a step further than Flood Dragons. When carefully examined, 

their bodies all had many dragon patterns, extremely strange, making their body incredibly sturdy. 

Everyone became stunned, a bit stupefied. This shouldn’t be some type of intermediate state of a True 

Dragon, right? 

“Is that so? Let me take a look. I’ll beat the crap out of them!” The Heavenly Horned Ant cried out, 

throwing himself over, wishing to fight with them. 

“This is just a speculation. Since they all originated from lightning tribulation, there has to be some 

connection between them. They might not be young True Dragons, just that they can evolve in its 

direction.” Great Elder said. 

Based on what he said, all creatures, regardless of whether they were lower life forms or vicious beasts, 

when evolved to the extreme, could make a choice. They could advance towards a True Dragon! 

Among them, the most who chose this were snakes and Flood Dragons. Under normal situations, the 

end goal of their lives was to evolve into True Dragons, become perfect bodies! 

“What a coincidence, there are three Lightning Spirits, while the Lightning Pool also has three True 

Dragon imprints.” The Lunar Jade Rabbit muttered. 

“The so-called dao to one, one to two, two to three, three to all life, there is naturally reasoning hidden 

within.” Great Elder nodded. 

He was quite easygoing here, as if he was just an ordinary elder. 

However, if this was in the outside world, as long as a bit of pressure was revealed, even those as 

powerful as Self Release Realm great knights would tremble with fear, involuntarily kneel down and 

kowtow before him. 

A true supreme being, in the mortal dao realm, could be considered unmatched in the heavens above 

and earth below. 

For example, in this world, only the few individuals at Immortal Wang’s level could fight with Great 

Elder, contend with him, everyone else are too far off. 

“Lightning Spirits, could it be that they really have a chance of evolving into True Dragons?” Shi Hao’s 

eyes were extremely bright. 



“There is a chance, perhaps even more suitable than some snakes and Flood Dragons, but they will not 

necessarily truly become dragons. It is because these creatures are also powerful enough themselves.” 

Great Elder said. 

The three imprints in the pool, for any creature who wished to evolve into True Dragons, were supreme 

treasures, completely priceless! 

Great Elder repeatedly tested things, in the end coming to the conclusion that these were most likely 

left behind by the True Dragon! 

“The True Dragon is known to be the most powerful creature, ranked first amongst countless creatures, 

there is naturally a reason for this. It is just that this race is too mysterious, their numbers pitifully few. 

Normally speaking, it is already amazing for one era to have one or two.” Cao Yusheng said. Everything 

he knew was read from bone books, some told to him by his master. 

“That is why this clan, even if it has been wiped out for a period of time, there will still be snakes, Flood 

Dragons, and others who will evolve to that step, make up for the True Dragon’s vacancy.” Shi Hao said. 

“However, it is quite strange. Did the last True Dragon disappear, or did it fall in battle? Or maybe it 

went to the origin of lightning tribulation?” Great Elder thought to himself. 

They discovered True Dragon imprints in the Lightning Pool, the effects of this were tremendous! 

“Why have I heard that there are True Dragon eggs left in this world, hidden in ancient caves filled with 

chaotic energy?” The Heavenly Horned Ant said quietly. It didn’t want to yield to this clan. 

“Perhaps there are eggs left behind by a True Dragon, if they are born, it will signify the appearance of 

the most powerful race. However, after so many years passed, I fear that something unexpected might 

have happened, that we might not be able to see them again.” Great Elder sighed. 

Then, he stared at Shi Hao, telling him that he had to make the three Lightning Spirits yield, keep them 

at his side. If the day comes when they have a chance of evolving into True Dragons, then that would be 

unimaginable. 

If the True Dragons were to fully mature, then they would undoubtedly become Immortal Kings. Just this 

alone was enough to prove that their place as the number one race weren’t just words! 

However, this race was too rare! 

There were some who said that even if several dozen were born of this race, if they lived in the same 

era, unexpected things would happen in the end. Only a single one would survive, while the others 

would die or weaken. 

That was why that single one, obtained the title of True Dragon. 

Originally, they were called the Dragon Race. 

Now, the word true was added. 



Shi Hao asked Great Elder to examine the Lightning Pool, see if the True Dragon Precious Technique and 

other things could be comprehended, as that would be even greater. If there were other scriptures left 

behind by the True Dragon, then that would be unimaginable. 

Unfortunately, even after Great Elder carefully examined it, he could only sigh. There were no 

scriptures. 

“However, this is still quite frightening. This is not only the True Dragon’s methods, there are mysteries 

of heavenly tribulation as well. These three imprints seem to contain some laws pertaining to the source 

of life.” In the end, Great Elder’s expression changed. It was because after he carefully analyzed it, he 

actually obtained this type of conclusion. 

This was just too shocking! 

One had to bear in mind that even the imperishable and immortal were searching, all of them looking 

into this! 

In the present world, no one could create life from nothing! 

“Which is to say, in the future, even if creatures who aren’t snakes or Flood Dragons obtain this imprint, 

they still have a chance of evolving towards a True Dragon, become the true creature.” Great Elder said 

seriously. 

Shi Hao and the others were shocked. This was the opportunity for life produced within the destruction 

of heavenly tribulation! It really was terrifying, actually having this type of miraculous effect! 

This was the imprint the True Dragon purposely left behind while within rich life force? 

“This type of thing isn’t inferior to immortal dao scriptures, perhaps even more astonishing. No wonder 

those of the restricted region were moved! It carries the dao laws of creation, if it really is seen through, 

it will be simply unimaginable!” Great Elder was incredibly serious. 

Shi Hao naturally immediately asked great elder to comprehend it, because for the current Shi Hao, this 

type of thing was still too far off. The creation of life, this... was simply unimaginable. 

Perhaps even supreme beings could only study it, far from being able to completely grasp it! 

“Perhaps Lightning Spirits were also born from this type of imprint, but haven’t completed their 

evolution yet.” Shi Hao suddenly said. 

This was a sudden thought he developed, but even Great Elder was stunned, his expression changing. 

Then, they investigated the Lightning Spirits’ primordial spirit, wishing to discover some clues, at the 

same time obtain some mysteries regarding Wang Family. Unfortunately, the three Lightning Spirits 

were like white paper, not revealing any important discoveries. 

Even though they were vicious, they were still young. 

Putong! 

The other two Lightning Spirits were thrown into the Lightning Pool as well. He looked towards Great 

Elder, asking him to please hold onto it. 



Great Elder understood his intentions, Shi Hao wanted to leave it with him, for him to study it, go into 

seclusion, perhaps taking that step through this! 

The Lightning Pool contained too many great mysteries! 

“I truly am starting to wonder where the source of heavenly tribulation is. It is too extraordinary!” Great 

Elder said with a light sigh. 

Then, he told Shi Hao that Wang Family paid a great price in Imperial Pass this time, and only then was 

peace maintained. Otherwise, some of the five dragons might have been sent out of the pass to fight to 

the death. 

It was because the Lightning Spirits were sent out precisely by one of the five dragons. 

“To atone for their crimes, the natural luck Wang Family has brought you is formidable. Together with 

this streak of divine radiance, your strength should be able to increase a great amount!” Great Elder 

pointed towards that streak of light in the Lightning Pool. 

He planned to have Shi Hao subdue it, refine this streak of light. He was going to help him from the side 

to do so. 

Great Elder produced a crystal, endless scarlet multicolored light erupting as soon as it was brought out. 

It was too resplendent, like a small red sun, illuminating this place. The entire tribe bathed in its 

brilliance. 

This was a crystal the size of an infant’s fist, sealed within was a drop of blood, even more translucent 

than a blood diamond, the radiance it released more resplendent than anything! 

“Immortal blood?!” Shi Hao was incredibly shocked, coming to this type of conclusion. 

“Correct, however, it isn’t quite the same as what you’ve heard of or even seen before. This is living 

immortal blood, and not dead blood!” Great Elder said. 

This was essence blood extracted from a True Immortal when it was still alive, all of the death energy 

refined away, moreover sealed with great methods, keeping the vitality of this drop of blood. It was just 

like how it was when it flowed within the immortal’s body! 

In the past, Shi Hao really has seen immortal blood, but it was completely different from this drop! 

Great Elder said with a sigh, “This is the blood of Immortal Wang father, the matchless True Immortal. 

The precious blood was extracted from when he was at his very peak, all destructive properties refined 

away, preserving the most exuberant life force, everything sealed within a life crystal. This thing is 

absolutely priceless!” 

Zheng! 

Then, Great Elder extracted the streak of light from the Lightning Pool, suppressing it with great magical 

force, not letting it act recklessly. 



“This is the divine radiance released after the immortal killing guillotine scattered. If you refine it into 

your arm, or into one area of your body, once you take action, there will be nothing you can’t overcome, 

able to cut through everything!” Great Elder said. 

At this moment, forget about Shi Hao himself, even Cao Yusheng, Lunar Jade Rabbit, and the others’ 

eyes widened. This thing was too shocking, invaluable! 

It was not inferior to the Lightning Pool at all! 

Chapter 1435 - God Refining Light 

Perhaps in the eyes of some people, this thing was even more precious than the Lightning Pool! 

However, the people who saw this streak of divine radiance could only feel envy, because it was too far 

from them. It was only because Huang was really too much of a freak, daring to steal food from the 

tiger’s mouth in lightning tribulation, that he happened to obtain it through coincidence. n-)O𝗏𝔢𝑙𝔅In 

Inside the crystal, that drop of immortal blood was sparkling and translucent, too brilliant, flowing with 

brilliant colors, one could tell that it was an unmatched treasure from a single look. 

Meanwhile, inside the Lightning Pool, that streak of light really was extraordinary, continuously 

struggling about. Even though it was suppressed by Great Elder’s matchless magical force, it was still 

unwilling. 

It struggled about, wishing to escape! 

This thing seemed to have life, leaving one shocked. It was clearly a strand of essence energy left behind 

from the heavenly tribulation’s immortal killing guillotine after it scattered, so how could it have a will? 

At this time, that drop of immortal blood and this streak of light interweaved and shone, mutually 

reflecting. It was extremely dazzling, making one couldn’t help but approach. 

“This... is too heaven-defying!” Cao Yusheng’s saliva was about to flow out, feeling more shock the 

deeper he thought about it. These two things were both extremely astonishing. 

There was a drop of living immortal blood, as well as a streak of immortal killing dao essence, any one of 

these was enough to make one lose themselves and fight with their lives on the line over it. 

They knew that the streak of light in the Lightning Pool had previously attracted a large black hand from 

the ancestral altar. Even supreme beings at that level wished to restrict and capture it! 

“What plans do you have? How do you plan on refining these two things?” Great Elder asked Shi Hao, 

wanting to know what his own intentions were first. 

“This drop of blood can most likely allow me to immediately break through the Void Dao Realm, enter 

the Self Severing Realm, but I could do it even in lightning tribulation, instead temporarily chose not to. I 

wish to head outside the pass to sharpen myself a bit first.” Shi Hao said with a frown. 

“Meanwhile, I want to refine this streak of light into my body, turn it into an unstoppable sharp weapon! 

Only, this should be extremely difficult.” He then stared at that struggling essence energy. 



“Why don’t you refine this streak of essence energy into a weapon? This might be a bit easier.” Great 

Elder suddenly suggested. It was because he discovered that Shi Hao didn’t really have any life treasure 

that grew up with him step by step at all. 

“I have weapons.” Shi Hao explained. He had the Everlasting Sword Core, even more so encountered a 

little pagoda, as well as the Defying Dragon Scale and other things, all of them definitely extraordinary. 

However, he still felt that weapons were external items in the end, if he lost them, or if others took 

them, it would leave him in an extremely disadvantageous situation. At that point, there would be a set 

amount of dependence. 

Instead of this, it was better to just refine the body, make his own body comparable to a supreme 

treasure! 

That was why even though he had a world-shocking weapon, he still had to rely on himself. This way, 

regardless of where he went in the future, he would remain fearless regardless of whether he had a 

weapon at hand or not. 

He believed that if he was strong enough, regardless of what precious artifact, hidden weapon and other 

things there were, he could face it all bare-handed, able to simply tear it apart! 

“Wu, one’s path must be chosen alone. Not needing a weapon is good as well, I hope the day comes 

when you truly do not fear any magical artifacts, able to break them bare-handedly.” Great Elder said. 

As such, things became simpler. With Shi Hao’s current magical force, refining the divine radiance 

shouldn’t be possible. 

Not long ago, everyone could see with their own eyes that even the precious artifacts of older 

generation figures were blasted through by this streak of divine light, even more so piercing through the 

palm of an expert, blood flowing everywhere. 

Great Elder felt like this drop of immortal blood was perfect for merging the divine radiance with Shi 

Hao, make it completely safe. 

Of course, this needed Great Elder’s help, or else this divine radiance was still too terrifying. 

“Which part of your body do you wish to merge it with?” Great Elder asked. 

“Eyes!” Fatty Cao randomly suggested. 

Forget about Shi Hao, even Great Elder shook his head. There was no way this type of vicious thing could 

be merged into the eyes. Comparatively speaking, Shi Hao was currently still too weak. 

“Primordial spirit!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit cried out. 

“Stop making a disturbance!” Great Elder couldn’t even continue watching. This wasn’t a divine will, the 

significance of refining it into the primordial spirit wasn’t great, and during the smelting process, it might 

crush Shi Hao’s sea of divine consciousness. 

“Your forehead, produce a vertical eye, that way, you can kill whoever you look at!” The golden little 

Heavenly Horned Ant cried out in a fierce manner. 



“Go away, stay off to the side!” Great Elder Meng Tianzheng said, feeling like these kids were too 

unreliable, not really thinking before speaking. 

The children in the tribe watched from the distance, even the adults all shocked. That immortal blood 

and Lightning Pool were too shocking. Moreover, Great Elder was clearly an unmatched figure that 

made one feel reverence. 

Then, they didn’t waste any time. Shi Hao wanted to immediately become stronger, increase his 

strength. 

Stone Clan Tribe was in the great wilderness. They entered the mountain range, found a quiet cliff. 

Great Elder watched over Shi Hao, helping him refine that streak of light. 

Shi Hao made his decision, not going against normal reasoning. He didn’t wish to refine this streak of 

light anywhere else, instead choosing a finger. The streak of light wasn’t very thick, there was no way it 

could merge with half his body. Moreover, refining it together with an entire arm was also a bit lacking. 

He chose his left hand’s forefinger, the finger that was most suitable for using sword arts. 

The mountain cliff was full of ancient vines, several large pythons winding about. They were not far out, 

staring at Shi Hao, their tongues flickering in and out. 

However, after examining them closely, realizing that Shi Hao and Great Elder were both calm, the great 

snakes that were about to transform into Flood Dragons all ran. 

Shi Hao sat there, the Lightning Pool resting before him. 

Great Elder was standing to the side, slightly restraining his magical force. As a result, that streak of light 

immediately rushed out, wishing to split the void and escape. 

Shi Hao took action, operating bone texts, using precious methods to suppress it. As a result, his entire 

body shook intensely. This streak of light was too powerful, simply about to pierce through magical 

force, directly penetrate his flesh. 

When Great Elder saw this, he couldn’t help but sigh. This thing was extraordinary after all. He 

suppressed it again, only leaving it with a bit of room for retaliation. 

Despite this being the case, when Shi Hao tried to refine it again and again, continuously suppressing it, 

he still felt waves of discomfort, suffering terrifying lashback. 

After who knew how much time had passed, only then did this streak of divine radiance become a bit 

more gentle, no longer as barbaric, allowing him to approach it slightly. 

Only, when Shi Hao’s finger had just begun to approach it, before truly making contact, he felt a wave of 

intense pain. 

This streak of divine radiance shone, the dark red multicolored light like surging blood energy, making 

his finger badly mangled, the injuries reaching his bones. 

“Too powerful!” In the distance, Cao Yusheng said with a sigh. They all felt a wave of coldness when they 

saw this scene. 



Even though they were all a bit envious, not everyone could refine this streak of light. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but sigh. He cultivated the Imperishable Scripture, flesh already powerful enough, 

but he still encountered such setbacks, his forefinger’s damage severe. 

However, there was no way he would give up, he wouldn’t give up halfway. He tried again, his palm 

shining. A small golden Kun Peng appeared, throwing itself at that divine radiance. 

At the same time, lush green intent flourished behind him. Willow Deity’s method could kill immortals, 

divine chains of order shooting out, extending forward, trapping this divine radiance, refining it. 

Then, the space between Shi Hao’s brows shone, a Lightning Pool shaped imprint appearing. It released 

streak after streak of lightning, all of it gathering towards his palm and fingers, blasting that streak of 

lightning. 

Then, his chest shone, endless time fragments dancing about. This was the Reincarnation Divine Ability, 

supporting his palm and fingers, also suppressing that light. 

Shi Hao used everything he could, mouth chanting scriptures. Immortal dao aura spread, three dao 

flowers on his head all appearing. Among them, there was a small seated figure bound in reincarnation 

imprints, also suppressing this divine radiance. 

All of the methods, all of the divine abilities, as well as his entire body’s magical force surged together. 

Shi Hao’s body shone, surrounded by all types of symbols. It was like zen chants, as if a devil king was 

roaring, light rushing into the heavens. 

Pu! 

Even with things like this, Shi Hao still suffered a defeat, his fingers breaking apart, flesh turning into a 

paste, revealing sparkling white bones, cracks even appearing on them. 

This streak of divine light was terrifying to an unimaginable degree. With a light tremble, it split the void, 

shattering all tangible matter. 

“It really is abnormal!” In the distance, the golden little Heavenly Horned Ant muttered. That divine 

radiance really was too terrifying. 

The Emperor Butterfly fluttered about, flapping its golden wings, nodding slightly, agreeing. 

“Let’s use the immortal blood.” Great Elder said. 

It wasn’t that Shi Hao wasn’t strong enough, but rather that this streak of light was too extraordinary, 

not belonging to this world. Even someone like Great Elder felt extremely moved. 

In the distance, Fatty Cao sighed with regret, saying, “This is the essence of the immortal killing 

guillotine. Just think about it, that guillotine is known to have cut down the Prides of Heaven throughout 

countless generations, just how extraordinary is it? It naturally can’t be refined.” 

He was speaking the truth, this streak of light was too exceptional. 

Kacha! 



The sparkling crystal displayed a crack. Dark red radiance immediately rushed out, divine aura covering 

the world. It was truly shocking, this entire place as if filled with sunset multicolored light, dazzling and 

auspicious. 

A single drop of living immortal blood! 

Shi Hao didn’t remove all of it, only drawing a strand from the crystal, bringing it to his finger. Divine 

light immediately flourished, auspicious radiance endless. 

Chi! 

That streak of divine light was extremely sensitive, sensing the immortal blood’s appearance. It actually 

threw itself over, wishing to sever it! 

Everyone was stunned. It really was going to... kill the immortal?! 

Chapter 1436 - Leaving the Pass Again 

Killing immortal? This thing directly rushed at the immortal blood! 

Moreover, it was extremely vicious, turning into a streak of sword radiance. It hacked down, as if it was 

going to eliminate this blood. 

However, this bit of blood really was special. It was still ‘alive’, possessing mysterious life force. Even 

though it was struck, it didn’t burst apart. 

Instead, it was Shi Hao’s finger bones that felt intense pain, immediately breaking. This made everyone’s 

expressions change. This divine radiance was too tyrannical! 

Moreover, his severed finger was actually going to break down, the damage not that simple, actually 

about to turn into powder. 

Fortunately, at this time, this strand of immortal blood shone, entering his finger bones, recovering his 

injuries. Moreover, the broken finger was connected, quickly healed. 

This all happened extremely quickly. Dark red radiance flickered about, auspicious multicolored light 

surged, Shi Hao’s finger immediately becoming just as good as before. Not only were his finger’s bones 

healed, even his flesh regrew. 

“This divine radiance is too terrifying, how is one even supposed to merge with it?” The Lunar Jade 

Rabbit pursed her small mouth, crying out in alarm. 

This was definitely not ordinary, this thing too terrifying. This was only a single strand of essence that 

seeped out of the immortal killing guillotine, if it was the entire thing, even a True Immortal might be cut 

down if he came. 

For Shi Hao, just this strand of divine radiance alone was already hard to deal with, this thing would 

make even supreme beings’ eyes red. 

“Immortal blood is similarly shocking, if the killing intent wasn’t refined away by the past immortal, 

removing all of the harmful matter, it would simply be unimaginable.” Great Elder said. 



This was the truth. If the immortal blood directly flowed out from the True Immortal’s body, without 

being processed, then a single drop would be enough to wipe out people on Shi Hao’s level, there 

wouldn’t be any suspense. 

The reason why he could refine it, merge with this drop of blood, was completely because there was 

only auspicious, beneficial matter left. 

Chi! 

Divine Radiance reappeared, throwing itself over, still rushing towards the immortal blood. 

With a kacha noise, Shi Hao completely crushed the crystal, releasing the complete drop of blood. All of 

it landed on his left hand’s forefinger, bright red and replete, like a shining blood diamond, looking like 

condensed multicolored clouds. 

Xiu! 

This time, that streak of essence unexpectedly rushed into his finger, merging with that immortal blood, 

continuously hacking about, frantically attacking. 

Under ka ka sounds, not only was Shi Hao’s flesh badly mangled, his finger bones cracked apart again, 

the scene terrifying. This was simply a type of unendurable torment. 

Fortunately, there was the immortal blood to immediately recover Shi Hao’s wounded body, instantly 

heal his finger, all of the damaged parts closing. 

Just like that, the divine radiance was like a streak of rainbow light, continuously rushing in and out, 

crushing Shi Hao’s finger, and then that finger would regenerate again and again, hard for others to look 

at. 

“Even the roots of my teeth are becoming sore from watching this!” 

“My scalp is becoming numb!” 

“There are goosebumps covering my entire body!” 

These were Cao Yusheng, Heavenly Horned Ant, and Lunar Jade Rabbit’s evaluations. They had never 

seen such suffering during cultivation. His finger was continuously crushed and then regenerated. 

Shi Hao’s finger was refined again and again. His bone marrow, flesh and blood, and even bones, were 

continuously crushed, and then recreated again and again. 

Eventually, his finger glistened with radiance, like the finger of an immortal, too extraordinary. During 

this period of time, that radiance continuously hacked at that immortal blood, repeatedly mixing 

together. This divine radiance was originally dark red, now even more striking, as if it had been soaked in 

blood. 

Eventually, Shi Hao could already no longer feel pain, because it was already numb. However, that 

terrifying torment was still continuing. n𝑂𝓋𝐞/𝓵𝒷-1n 

“Still not enough... if this continues, I still won’t be able to refine this streak of divine radiance.” Shi Hao 

frowned. 



If not for having this drop of immortal blood, his left hand would have long been destroyed, impossible 

to preserve. That streak of essence was too terrifying, nothing it couldn’t destroy. 

He cultivated the Imperishable Scripture, his body far tougher than those of others in his generation, yet 

it was still easily torn through. This wasn’t because he wasn’t strong enough, but rather because the 

divine radiance was too extraordinary. 

“Worthy of being the immortal killing guillotine’s essence, able to cut anything. Really is extraordinary, 

an invaluable supreme treasure!” 

Shi Hao had a headache. If this continued, he would be tormenting himself for no reason. He couldn’t do 

anything. 

The main reason was because his current cultivation realm was too low, while this streak of essence was 

too high level, not belonging to the mortal realm! 

In reality, his status in the mortal realm was already high enough, just that comparatively speaking, 

when faced with this non mortal thing, he was still not powerful enough. 

Hong! 

Finally, Great Elder took action, suppressing it with his matchless magical force, giving Shi Hao time, 

some breathing room to think of a way. 

“Lightning Pool, refine for me!” Shi Hao shouted. 

In the end, he could only use lightning, after all, the divine radiance was obtained from heavenly 

tribulation, so it should be intimate with lightning. 

The space between his brows shone, a small lightning pool appearing by his finger, collecting that streak 

of light inside, carrying out a refinement. 

However, soon afterwards, that streak of light pierced through the lightning pool, flying out. There was 

no way it would be destroyed, still tangling about his forefinger, attacking that immortal blood. 

“Yi, it is gradually calming down.” Great Elder cried out in alarm. 

It was because after a long time had passed, this streak of essence merged with that scarlet red blood 

droplet. The two interwove, turning into one entity, no longer separating. 

“It is absorbing the essence of immortal blood!” Great Elder said with a sunken voice. 

Shi Hao tried to stop it, but it was still useless. The immortal blood also seemed to be absorbing this 

divine radiance, the two devouring each other, continuously mixing together, turning into one body. 

Of course, in the end, it was still the divine radiance that was in the lead, possessing a great offensive 

nature. 

It finally became peaceful. The drop of blood stored the streak of divine radiance, merging with Shi 

Hao’s forefinger. 



During this process, Shi Hao’s left hand’s forefinger was destroyed who knew how many times. Now, it 

was sparkling and shining, dazzling and resplendent, relying on the immortal blood to recover. 

As a result, now, it became one with his forefinger. 

Shi Hao entered seclusion. After verifying that he successfully collected this streak of divine radiance 

into his left hand’s forefinger, in the following few weeks, he continuously nurtured it, and then refined 

it, turning it into a part of himself. 

Meanwhile, during this half month, Great Elder didn’t leave, using his matchless magical force to help 

him refine it. In the end, that drop of immortal blood and the divine radiance broke down, turning into 

mysterious patterns, strand after strand entering every inch of his forefinger and its bones. 

“My entire body’s blood and bones, if I transform it all into this state, what would I even be scared of?” 

Shi Hao said to himself. 

This was a type of transformation. He flicked his finger lightly, the power produced able to easily shatter 

powerful precious artifacts, completely effortless. 

Moreover, when he used all his strength, exhausting magical force, he could even fire a streak of dark 

red divine radiance from his forefinger. It destroyed everything, unstoppable, nothing able to withstand 

its power. 

“With this finger as the starting point, I am going to make my limbs transform. At that time, my strength 

will increase greatly!” 

He believed that at that time, his limbs would be heaven reaching, able to dominate the entire world, 

display the most powerful strength. 

Shi Hao secluded himself for another two months, consolidating everything. In the end, when he was 

sure there were no more deficiencies, only then did he leave the pass. The divine radiance and immortal 

blood were indistinguishable with his left hand’s forefinger, completely becoming one. 

To be more precise, Shi Hao’s forefinger seemed to have undergone a rebirth after this, a 

transformation. 

“Time to leave the pass!” 

Finally, Shi Hao left the pass. He was going to break into the Self Severing Realm, but not here, instead 

wishing to leave the pass, bathe in the blood of enemies, advance in the most intense battles. 

Of course, he also wanted to enter the legendary secret lands, search for great opportunities. 

For example, the Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, Sea of Loss, ancient immortal 

lands, even the most mysterious regions for the other side, the ancient burial regions. 

Shi Hao didn’t bid his old friends goodbye, directly leaving. He was going to leave the pass again, this 

time, he won’t return without any returns! 

“Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, those two places surround a strange ancient 

land. I should walk around that area too.” Shi Hao said to himself. Tuogu Yulong obtained that beast skin 



map, even attracting someone from the restricted region because of it, so Shi Hao was naturally 

interested as well. 

This time, he was extremely low-profile, not disturbing anyone. He found a day to set out, and then 

followed the main troops out. 

Now, every half a month or so, there would always be a great battle outside the pass. 

The foreign creatures wanted to invade, while the powerful beings in Imperial Pass wanted to train their 

men, allowing them to directly experience the terrors of the enemy, as well as the cruelty of war. This 

was so that one day, when something unexpected happened in Imperial Pass, hopefully, there will be an 

iron-blooded army, and not flowers grown in greenhouses. 

Even though he already left the pass once, Shi Hao was still dazzled by the vast battlefield, the endless 

desert, countless dried bones. The desert itself was even dyed a blood color. 

When gazing from the distance, corpses could be seen one after another. They were everywhere, shouts 

of war shaking the skies. 

This time, they split into two groups. The people who came earlier had already fought for most of the 

day, leaving behind many skeletal remains, the sight too horrible to endure. 

“En, Wang Family’s five dragons also came, fighting here?!” Shi Hao was shocked. He saw Wang Family’s 

war banner from the distance, fluttering about in the wind, towering without falling. 

Soon afterwards, he learned that this was their punishment, requiring the five dragons to kill a certain 

amount of experts at their level, or else they still had to pay the price. 

Everything was because this clan tried to harm Shi Hao in Imperial Pass, violating the law that couldn’t 

be defied, so they had to give an explanation. 

In the battlefield, Shi Hao watched from the distance. Only when Wang Family’s five dragons dragged 

back some terrifying creatures’ corpses, returning to Imperial Pass, did he set out. 

They were the second group of people, it was their turn to enter the battlefield. 

“Wang Family’s five dragons really are formidable. Just now, they killed King Clan top level experts!” The 

people were discussing amongst themselves, extremely shocked. 

Even though he didn’t feel the slightest good intention towards Wang Family’s five dragons, Shi Hao 

understood well that they were definitely strong, incomparably terrifying. 

“I’ll fight a battle here, and then I’ll head to the Divine Medicine Mountain Range, temporarily not 

returning to Imperial Pass.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Right at this time, a great roar sounded from ahead. “Has Huang come? Let him crawl over, I will 

suppress him with a single hand! Daring to kill my side’s King Xlans, he is going to die under my hands 

without a proper burial!” 



“They’re doing this again, every time we come out to fight, there are always people challenging Huang. I 

heard that the foreign side’s younger generation’s ten great experts pretty much all appeared. However, 

what a pity, Huang never left the pass each time.” 

“Are there Emperor Clans who came?” Shi Hao asked. 

“There are. I heard that they previously came to the battlefield, killing all opponents, no one able to 

match them!” Someone replied. 

“That scene was too terrifying, he was like a slaughtering machine, lacking all emotion. Wherever he 

went, corpses piled up like mountains, blood flowing like rivers, no one able to stop him!” From the side, 

someone said with a pale expression. 

“What cultivation realm was he at?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Self Severing Realm, but he killed Self Release Realm great knights, moreover not just one. It was as if 

no one could match him under the heavens!” Someone else replied with a sunken voice. 

“Was it Anlan’s descendant or Shutuo’s descendant? Or was it an Emperor Clan youngster from a 

different ancient land?” Shi Hao asked. 

Chapter 1437 - Ten Great Experts 

“I do not know, he did not give his name.” One person replied. It was because that emperor race youth 

showed complete disdain towards everyone. 

When that emperor race showed up, he only killed, didn’t say anything. He swept through all of his 

enemies, leaving mountains of corpses and rivers of blood in his wake. It was utter chaos. 

This was precisely the emperor race, who knows how many tens of thousands of years would pass 

before one comes out, but when they took action, no one could face them, all enemies of their 

generation would be wiped out. 

It was to the extent where they could overlook older generation figures, crossing cultivation realms to 

fight, unstoppable, able to bare-handedly tear apart all enemies. 

“Where is he?” Shi Hao asked. He wanted to know if this creature came this time. 

“He came last time, but I do not know if he will this time. The battlefield is too large, at the very least, 

we haven’t seen him in this region.” That person replied. 

This time, Shi Hao came to fight, to sharpen himself, but he didn’t want to expose himself, because it 

was too dangerous. Many foreign creatures were looking for him, seeing him as a target that had to be 

eliminated. 

It was because the foreign clans were warlike, all of them extremely bold and powerful. They couldn’t 

stand being continuously defeated by one person, so all of the different clans’ young cultivators were 

hoping for someone to take action, kill Huang. 

Moreover, they had to cut him down in front of everyone, or else being suppressed by the creatures of a 

world they had always subdued was something they just couldn’t accept. 



“They have been searching for Huang all this time, wishing to defeat him in front of everyone, using this 

to redeem the successive defeats before. I believe if Huang truly comes, there will definitely be a great 

decisive battle.” Someone said. 

It was to the extent where the foreign creatures already released a declaration, challenging Huang, to 

have him come out to fight a fair battle in between the two battle formations. Creatures of other levels 

wouldn’t interfere, only the younger generation’s exceptional talents would step up. 

“When the time comes, the foreign side’s ten great young experts will definitely appear, and for the 

sake of security, there will most likely be an emperor race who comes!” Someone suspected. 

When Shi Hao understood more of the situation, he became quiet. 

He thanked these people, but didn’t reveal his true appearance, continuing to slaughter his way 

forward, fighting with the foreign great troops. 

In this battlefield, Heavenly Deity Realm was the starting point, those beneath this level didn’t have the 

qualifications to fight here. One could well imagine that these were all carefully selected powerful 

soldiers. 

It was because in the outside world, those at the Heavenly Deity Realm were already experts. 

Meanwhile, Void Dao Realm and Self Severing Realm were the main force. Even though their numbers 

weren’t as great as those in the Heavenly Deity Realm, their strength was great, able to greatly influence 

the battle situation. 

As for cultivators at the Self Release Realm they were all leading figures. They either sat on Heaven 

Swallowing Beasts or towered in the heavens above, fighting with creatures of their level. There weren’t 

many experts at this level, all of them staying far above the great desert, the leading group of people. 

As for Supreme Being Realm, there were definitely some who came, confronting each other in the dark. 

Normally, they wouldn’t easily take action, because they would be targeted by experts on the other 

side, both sides on guard against each other. 

After Shi Hao crossed tribulation, his strength increased greatly. Even though he was still in the Void Dao 

Realm, he already directly killed Self Severing Realm experts! 

That was why he could slaughter through the army, remaining extremely calm, not encountering any life 

or death dangers. It was because he could already be considered a top level fighting force himself. 

Supreme beings didn’t appear, Self Release Realm cultivators fought in the skies above. Meanwhile, on 

the great earth below, Shi Hao could weave through the army, instantly making large amounts of blood 

bloom, behind him an expanse of white, corpses numerous. 

Aohou... 

Right at this time, a red haired monster targeted him. It was in the Self Severing Realm, body like a 

snake, head of blood-colored long hair dancing about, lightning shooting over. 

Pa! 



Its tail swept out, directly splitting the skies, hacking over like a heavenly blade, power exceptional. 

Shi Hao inwardly observed it. This creature was not ordinary in the Self Severing Realm, a great expert. 

He lightly raised his left hand, condensing a sword art, and then sliced forward. 

Chi! 

A streak of dark red colored light beam shot out from his finger, not all that striking, but it was 

incomparably sharp, as if an ordinary dark red immortal sword sliced through the air. 

Shi Hao used the immortal killing guillotine’s strand of essence energy. It wasn’t that he wasn’t a match 

for this creature, but rather that he was deliberately testing it, wishing to see how the power of this 

divine radiance was. n𝑂𝗏𝑒)𝓁𝗯-In 

The instant he fired it, Shi Hao’s heart even trembled. It was because this streak of essence energy 

consumed too much, incredibly shocking, making his face even pale slightly. 

One had to understand that his life force was flourishing, currently at the peak state of his life, yet in the 

end, the essence energy in his body almost dried up. 

He hurriedly devoured heaven and earth essence to replenish himself. On the battlefield, an exhaustion 

of divine force was definitely fatal. 

Hong! 

That ten zhang long snake tail swept over, splitting the void, the power tyrannica and astonishing. 

However, when the dark red divine radiance shot out, after striking that tail, something terrifying 

happened. The thick snake tail silently fell, blood spraying everywhere. 

At the same time, that streak of dark red divine radiance continued forward, striking that monster head-

on, directly piercing through its body with pu sound. 

“Ah...” This human bodied snake tailed monster released a cry, not daring to believe what happened. 

They had just faced each other, yet it was almost hacked apart, its lower body disappearing. 

Shi Hao was shaken up. The immortal killing guillotine’s essence energy was terrifying after all, 

unstoppable. One could see how heaven-defying it was. 

Only, the consumption was too great, it couldn’t be easily used. 

Shi Hao rose up to face that heavily injured, weakened enemy. With a pu sound, a palm hacked out, 

removing its head, ending its life. 

This was too fast, a great expert was killed just like that. 

Shi Hao looked around him with a guilty conscious. No one noticed that he displayed that streak of dark 

red divine radiance. Even if they saw him, they still wouldn’t think too much. 

Who would suspect this being a streak of essence energy from an immortal killing guillotine after it 

scattered? They all thought that it was just his strength being strong enough. 



“This is a trump card, it cannot be rashly used!” Shi Hao told himself. He was going to leave this for 

himself as a trump card to use at a crucial moment! 

In the end, Shi Hao slowly moved towards the place where his name was originally shouted. The battles 

in that area were extremely intense, quite a few people fighting to the death. 

Among them, there were a few young creatures who were especially ferocious, currently fighting a 

bloody battle with some cultivators on this side. 

Aohou... there was one monster that resembled a lion, entire body covered in scales, its body covered in 

golden bone spurs, extremely fierce. In its surroundings, the ground was covered in broken limbs; it had 

killed many creatures. 

“Have Huang come out! My brother has come to kill him!” It shouted, fully displaying its ferocity, 

devouring more than ten people with a single mouthful. 

King race, moreover an extremely powerful king race. No one was its opponent, actually killing Self 

Severing Realm great experts with Void Dao Ream cultivation. 

Of course, it also paid the price for doing so, its entire body covered in blood, the blood belonging to 

both its enemies and itself. 

In its surroundings, there were a few foreign creatures who fought together with it, killing the people 

from Imperial Pass. 

“If Huang came, would you need to challenge him? You would’ve been killed a long time ago!” Someone 

said coldly. 

Shi Hao raised his head, immediately recognizing that this was a youngster he had met during the 

distinguished meeting. Even though he didn’t know his name, he recognized him. 

“Then I will kill you first, force Huang out to fight!” This lion roared. All of the golden scales covering its 

body shone, releasing kengqiang noises, throwing itself over. 

Chi! 

Its large claws brandished about, incredibly sharp, creating scars streak after streak in the void. It was 

extremely frightening. 

Dang! 

That youngster drew his blade, fighting an intense battle against it. 

It had to be said that this lion’s strength really was great. After just a few moves, that youngster from 

Imperial Pass who was known as a stunning genius couldn’t hold on anymore. 

With a dang sound, his long blade cracked under the lion’s claws. Meanwhile, his body released a pu 

noise, producing a blossom of blood, his right shoulder and arm almost torn off. 

Hou... 



At the same time, this lion released a great roar that shook the skies. This was the famous Lion Roar 

divine ability, leaving that youngster shaken to the point where he coughed out large mouthfuls of 

blood, entire body flying out, primordial spirit almost shattered. 

In the surroundings, quite a few young experts from Imperial Pass became dejected, falling onto the 

ground. There were some who began to bleed from their seven apertures, dying on the spot. 

Shi Hao’s gaze became cold. He quickly rushed over from the distance with a raise of his hand, crushing 

downwards to stop it from killing that youngster. 

“Did another one come to throw away his life?” The golden lion released a low roar. It immediately 

released a roar after it opened its mouth, attacking Shi Hao. 

Towards this, Shi Hao unfolded his right hand, a streak of thick lightning firing from his palm, exploding 

here. It was even more astonishing than the Lion’s Roar, shaking up this entire battlefield. 

Hong! 

This lion was blasted until its entire body was covered in blood, many of its scales falling off, entire head 

charred black, releasing smoke. Its gaze slackened, almost directly killed. 

“Still didn’t die? Your vitality seems to be quite tenacious.” Shi Hao was shocked. 

In everyone’s ears, this really was like sky shocking thunder. Even such a powerful lion was defeated, 

almost killed on the spot! This youngster was too abnormal. 

“I’ll help send you on your way!” Shi Hao said. With a pu sound, he moved as fast as lightning. A 

lightning blade appeared in his hands, hacking out diagonally, forcefully tearing through the lion’s 

defensive ancestral method, moreover removing half its head. 

It was just that fast, simple and violent, ending this terrifying vicious lion. 

The surrounding creatures were stupefied, especially Imperial Pass’ youngsters, all of them looking at 

each other in dismay. Who was this person? This was too domineering, killing a king race expert with 

just a raise of his hand! 

“Not good, the lion king’s younger brother was killed!” Someone roared out. 

“The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion’s younger brother was killed in battle! Hurry and deliver the news!” A 

few creatures from the foreign side roared. It was clear that the status of the lion who died wasn’t 

ordinary. 

“Hurry and leave! This is one of the ten great young experts’, Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion’s younger 

brother! Once he finds out its younger brother was killed in battle, it will definitely slaughter its way 

here!” That youngster who was saved hurried said. 

For them, the foreign side’s ten great experts were high up above, impossible to defeat. There was no 

way to face them head-on, only by hiding did they have a chance of living. 



“It’s fine, you all should leave first!” Shi Hao said. He came precisely for the ten great experts, so he 

obviously wouldn’t think so much about this. He just wanted to defeat them and then run, kill and then 

leave. 

He didn’t come to become famous, only purely wishing to kill these so-called ten great foreign experts. 

Ao... A muffled lion roar sounded, shaking up this entire region. 

After news went out, it started the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King. In the distance, a small mountain-

sized creature rushed over, its feet trampling the great desert until it shook violently, smoke and dust 

overflowing into the heavens. 

“Since you came, then I will start with you. The ten great experts will be hunted down one by one!” Shi 

Hao laughed coldly. 

Chapter 1438 - Destruction 

Crazy winds roared about, sand and rock flying everywhere. The experts of this battlefield were all 

blown flying, unable to stand still at all. The great winds severed heaven and earth, cutting apart the 

skies. 

Ah... Many creatures released miserable screams. 

Their bodies were breaking apart, exploding. There were a few creatures whose limbs, skull, and other 

parts broke apart, all of this created by this powerful wind. 

A golden lion that was the size of a mountain was currently running. This was the might it brought with 

it, aura surging, heavily injuring the creatures nearby. 

Just like its name, it had a pair of blue eyes that were extremely deep, and also extremely fierce. Right 

now, they blossomed with green multicolored light, sinister and frightening. 

Its body was covered in golden scales, mane made up of extremely concentrated golden bone spurs, 

ferocious and savage. It ran over just like that, shaking up mountains and rivers. 

According to legend, when this clan fought a great battle in the cosmos, it was the most terrifying. A 

single roar from this clan would make many stars explode. 

The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King roared, saying, “Who killed my younger brother? I am going to 

pull out your tendons, peel your skin, dig out your bone marrow!” 

In the blink of an eye, it arrived. Many cultivators were injured, flying out, including foreign creatures, 

some directly having their bodies hacked apart by the astral winds. 

The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King went berserk, not recognizing friend or foe. Even if it was the 

creatures of its own side, they were still blasted flying, blood coughed out from their mouths. 

In the desert, sand flew about everywhere in the skies. Only Shi Hao remained, not moving at all, feet 

like needles, nailed to the ground. 

“Human, was it you who killed my younger brother?” 



“Correct!” Shi Hao replied. 

“Aohou...” After obtaining this confirmation, this lion king released a great roar, erupting with anger, 

roaring out. It brandished its large claws, rushing forward murderously. 

At this moment, it was like a mountain. Its massive body descended, great claws covering everything 

below, completely covering the part of the desert Shi Hao was standing in. 

Shi Hao remained fearless, not using his most powerful few precious techniques, instead only using the 

True Primordial Record, using extremely common bone texts to attack. 

Turning the rotten into the miraculous! 

Bone texts were dense, interweaving together, producing a golden lion. This was Shi Hao’s attack, 

producing a vicious beast that was just like the other side. n-)O𝗏ℯ𝗅𝒷In 

“Fool, you are courting death!” The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King roared. Its great claw descended, 

covering heaven and earth! 

Hong! 

The giant lion Shi Hao produced collided with it, energy going berserk. Terrifying divine force surged, an 

intense collision erupting here. 

Dang! 

When the lion king’s sharp great claw descended, he saw that the human on the ground directly 

stopped it with his palm. It couldn’t press down any further, let alone kill the other party. 

The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King was immediately stunned. It knew that it encountered a powerful 

individual, quickly shrinking its body to a zhang in length to confront Shi Hao in the great desert. 

It was because when one’s body was too large, when facing a terrifying opponent, it would only expose 

all types of weaknesses, becoming an opening for the other party’s attacks. 

“When did a human expert like you appear? I don’t care who you are, you will die! Your blood will be 

used as sacrifice for my younger brother!” The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King said coldly. 

“Human race experts are numerous, there are many who a brute like you have never heard of. Today, I 

will cut you down first!” Shi Hao said, purposely putting on a wanton and unrestrained display, looking 

down on this lion. 

“Kill!” 

The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King turned into a streak of golden light, immediately shooting over. It 

immediately used several ancestral methods, flames raging about its body, the golden flames wrapping 

around him. When it rushed over, the great desert turned into magma, everything within hundreds to a 

thousand li turned into a sea of flames. 

One had to understand that this was an ancient battlefield that had existed throughout time. The great 

desert couldn’t be destroyed, yet there was this type of scene under the lion king’s attacks, it really was 

shocking. 



Blazing temperature burned everything. Not far out, there were some creatures who released miserable 

cries, flesh directly withering up. Then, even the bones left behind were burned to ashes. 

This was precisely his power. Regardless of whether it was Heavenly Deity or Void Dao Realm 

cultivators, nothing could contend against it, to the extent where some Self Severing Realm cultivators’ 

bodies even dried up, almost being set aflame. 

At the same time, this lion opened its mouth, ripples released. This was the Lion Roar divine ability. It 

was much stronger than its younger brother’s, several hundred times greater. 

Moreover, five streaks of divine light shot out from its large claws, turning into metal, wood, water, fire 

and earth, five elements vital energy to kill Shi Hao. This type of ancestral method was extremely 

powerful! 

Shi Hao remained incredibly calm, still using the simplest and ordinary methods to face his enemy. The 

great dao rushed out, the rotten transformed into the miraculous. He was deeply experiencing the True 

Primordial Record. The main reason for this was because he didn’t want to be recognized by the people 

here, using ordinary and simple methods to attack. 

“No one can save you now!” The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King roared. 

It was because it now believed that it seized the upper hand, while the human didn’t display any divine 

abilities or secret methods that made it feel any threat. 

“Is that so? I hope you don’t end up regretting those words.” Shi Hao replied. He suddenly erupted, 

entire body gushing with endless golden light. After the True Primordial Record erupted, he used divine 

force to directly face the lion king. 

Moreover, his palm and fingers became sparkling, also operating the Imperishable Scripture! 

With these two scriptures, it was more than enough. Even if Shi Hao didn’t use the Kun Peng Technique, 

Lightning Emperor Technique and other methods, it was still enough to display unmatched might. 

Wind and lightning surged. Shi Hao condensed a fist imprint, using the two true scriptures as the base to 

attack the other side. Around his arms, thunder rumbled, scattering the lion king’s divine force ripples. 

Peng! 

Moreover, in the end, Shi Hao broke through the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King’s defensive ancestral 

method, fist brushing past its body. 

With a dong sound, the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King staggered. It felt a wave of pain, even its 

bones seemingly broken. 

“Yi, who is that young human cultivator? Why is he this strong, actually able to challenge the lion king?!” 

“The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King is one of the ten great young experts, ranked tenth, one of my 

side’s brilliant, well-known geniuses with astonishing strength, yet he actually encountered his match 

today!’ 

The foreign creatures were discussing quietly, all of them feeling extremely shocked. 



The Lion King was also angry. It was one of the ten great young experts, yet today, it was stopped by a 

nobody, unable to immediately subdue him. If it was Huang who came, this was one thing, but 

regardless of whether it was this person’s appearance, bearing, or even methods, it was completely 

different. 

The main thing was that Shi Hao used the Zhuyan Clan’s Seventy-Two Transformations divine ability, 

changing his true self, even his blood energy and other things becoming different. His temperament was 

greatly changed, others couldn’t recognize him. 

However, this lion king really was formidable, fighting intensely against Shi Hao, going berserk here. 

Over a hundred moves were exchanged in the blink of an eye. 

If it were anyone else, they would have long been killed by the lion king, crushed into a bloody paste by 

a single claw. 

However, when faced with that human, it couldn’t kill him. That person remained calm and unhurried, 

neutralizing all of its attacks. 

Chi! 

After that Lion King erupted with anger, golden light erupted from its entire body. All of the scales 

actually left its body, turning into a rain of light, spinning about, hacking towards Shi Hao! 

This was extremely terrifying, space even collapsing, crushed by the rain of light produced by the golden 

scales. There was nothing that could stop it. 

Shi Hao still remained calm. His arms unfolded, hands producing imprints, using the Imperishable 

Scripture. His entire body became sturdy and unbreaking, truly imperishable, inextinguishable. A layer of 

protective divine light covered his body, stopping the scales. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, killing intent appeared. The Lion King’s golden ‘mane’ came off, all of them terrifying bone 

spurs, turning into golden war spears that hacked over. 

“The scales and mane even came off? Haven’t you heard of this before? A phoenix without its feathers is 

less than even a chicken, while you are only a big cat, even more unsightly!” Shi Hao mocked. 

He used exceptional methods to blast aside all of the scales, moreover snapping the golden bone spears 

one after another. 

He quickly advanced, rushing murderously towards the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King. 

“Confusion!” Right at this time, the lion king released a low roar, its eyes becoming a deep blue, like an 

abyss, about to suck one’s primordial spirit in. 

This was an extremely frightening method. Everyone in the distance immediately became stupefied, not 

moving at all. It was because all of their souls went rigid, as if they were confined, about to be absorbed 

into the lion king’s pupils. 



This ancestral method was time-tested, the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King killed who knew just how 

many high level enemies purely by relying on this. It could kill great enemies with even higher cultivation 

realms. 

Shi Hao’s frontal bone felt pain, primordial spirit becoming sluggish, his body feeling out of sorts. This 

left him greatly shocked. His primordial spirit was already powerful enough, yet it was still affected. 

If it was anyone else, wouldn’t they have their wills completely seized? Wouldn’t life and death be under 

the other side’s control? 

“I am going to skin you alive, get revenge for my brother!” The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King 

roared. 

“Aren’t you getting happy a bit too early?” Shi Hao laughed coldly. He only became sluggish for a 

moment, recovering in an instant. It was because his primordial spirit was powerful enough. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao brandished his fists, operating the Imperishable Scripture. His fists were resplendent like divine 

rainbows, blasting the world until it rumbled with noise. 

“You...” The lion king hurriedly faced its opponent, doing everything it could to resist. 

However, this time, Shi Hao was different from before, using all of his divine force. He was incomparably 

powerful, the first fist already making it cough out large mouthfuls of blood. 

Hong! 

When the second fist descended, it released a great roar, entire body flying out. 

Shi Hao chased relentlessly. The third fist smashed down, the lion king’s entire body covered in cracks, 

blood covering its body. 

When the fourth fist descended, the lion king cried out. This wasn’t a Lion Roar, but rather a scream of 

shock it couldn’t help but release out of fear. This opponent was too frightening, exceeding its 

imagination! 

It almost broke apart, many bones in its body breaking apart. 

When Shi Hao’s fifth fist descended, the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion roared angrily, doing everything it 

could. However, its pair of claws still exploded, forcibly smashed apart. 

After the sixth fist descended, the lion king was in despair, unable to resist anymore. It could only watch 

as its body broke apart, and then exploded. 

Its primordial spirit wanted to escape, but it was grabbed by that youngster. In the end, the hands 

moved together, pressing forcefully. With a pu sound, the lion king lost its life. 

All of the creatures were stupefied. The last six fists forcibly killed the lion king, shaking up this place. 

Everyone couldn’t help but tremble. 

“My side’s... lion king was killed in battle!” 



“Heavens! One of the ten great young experts was killed just like that!” 

This immediately created an uproar! 

Shi Hao turned around to leave, Earth to Inches, disappearing in the blink of an eye, entering the distant 

battlefield. 

It was just that simple, not even leaving behind a name, fighting with just the identity of an ordinary 

human, killing the lion king. 

“How could this be? Even one of the ten great experts was killed, could it be that we really have to invite 

an emperor race? The Nine Heavens’ side’s cultivators are too arrogant!” Someone said resentfully. 

Chapter 1439 - The Kings All Arrive 

The Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King was killed in battle, throwing this place into chaos. A young Pride 

of Heaven from the other side died just like that, it truly was unexpected, triggering a huge commotion. 

The creatures of the other side were shocked, simply not daring to believe this. 

It was because the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King died under the hands of a completely 

unremarkable youth. They had never heard of him before, this death too sullen! 

A group of people roared angrily, rushing over murderously, quite a few of them older generation 

figures, to the extent where there were peak existences at the Self Severing Realm here. They 

immediately slaughtered their way over. 

Apart from this, not long afterwards, roars of anger even sounded from the heavenly dome above. 

There were great knights of the Self Release Realm who learned of this, all of them rushing over as well. 

It was as if a hornet’s nest was stirred, the other side angered to the extreme! 

However, on Imperial Pass’ side, there were great knights who slaughtered their way over as well, 

stopping those terrifying experts. 

They were aggressive clans, so now that there were people from their side killed, moreover their king 

races, known to be one of their younger generation’s ten great experts, this was a type of humiliation 

for them. 

“Find him, I am going to kill him!” Someone shouted. 

There were more than a single one of the ten great experts here. They originally came to surround and 

kill Huang, but in the end, a nobody, a human they had never heard of instead killed one of their kings. 

“This is intolerable! Could it be that this generation of ours really is too weak, continuously suffering 

defeats? Even one of the ten great experts was killed!” A creature roared out. 

The magnificent army was charging murderously. In the desert, there were creatures everywhere. From 

the distance, it was as if a sea was crashing over, but what splashed out wasn’t an ocean spray, but 

blood! 

The cruelest great battle was being carried out in this world. 



It wasn’t just this region, it was the same in the depths of the great desert that couldn’t be seen. Shouts 

of killing filled the skies, the scene incredibly ruthless and brutal. 

As a result, finding Shi Hao really was difficult, there were just too many creatures. 

The main reason was that no one remembered him too deeply. Meanwhile, during the process, he 

changed his appearance several times, becoming different people. 

Shi Hao experienced too many things, encountering different opponents, however, ever since he left the 

pass, he felt deeply shocked, feeling that his past battles were far from this. 

Even though this wasn’t the first time he came here, he still felt his soul shaking, his body greatly 

shaken. 

There were too many creatures, all of them fighting, cries of war everywhere. Powerful individuals who 

were normally extremely powerful, in this place, were like straw men, their lives constantly being 

reaped. 

Heavenly Deities became foot soldiers! 

On this battlefield, they were the lowest level existences. Even though there were many, many people 

here, they were the ones who died the most. 

Void Dao Realm, they could rule over a region outside, quite a few of them even considered sect 

masters, yet in this place, they still couldn’t prevent death. Corpses fell one after another, hot blood 

surging, corpses everywhere. 

No matter how many enemies Shi Hao normally had, it still wouldn’t compare to this place. Many well-

known figures would fall in the blink of an eye, corpses piled up like mountains. 

At this time, Shi Hao felt a feeling of bleakness, a type of loneliness, a type of distant feeling. From the 

past until now, wars continued unendingly, just how many corpses were buried in this great desert? 

There really were too many to count. The great river in the distance was rumored to have originated 

from the nine netherworlds’ yellow springs, but it had long turned a blood color. It flowed through the 

great desert. 

It carried corpses, divine blood flowing through it, giving everyone a terrifying feeling. 

There were countless creatures, from the enemy, as well as cultivators from Imperial Pass, death 

everywhere. In the distance, a blood moon suspended above the horizon, appearing just that striking. 

Blood soaked the great desert. Bleak bugle horn noises rang through the skies, killing continuing 

incessantly. No matter how many years passed, Shi Hao still wouldn’t forget this scene, the impression it 

left him with was too deep, engraved into his very soul. 

It was because there were just too many creatures who died, all of them powerful cultivators. They were 

reaped like wheat, like crops under a butcher’s knife. 

Without experiencing this type of bloody battle, how could one comprehend what was known as 

cruelty? 



This wasn’t the first time Shi Hao took lives, but when he came here, his heart still trembled, feeling like 

his past confrontations were too peaceful, couldn’t be considered much at all. 

In the past, when he fought enemies, it would always be cutting them down one by one, carrying out a 

so-called confrontation. However, in this place, he weaved in and out, bathed in the blood of countless 

enemies. 

“Kill...” He roared outwards. 

In this place, iron armors flickered with cold light, golden spears releasing chilliness, the slaughtering 

ruthless. Angry roars shocked the heavens, composing the cruelest war song, shaking the heavens above 

and earth below. 

“Those who don’t fight on this battlefield can’t be considered men!” Someone laughed loudly, many 

weapons inserted into his body. There was a spear stabbed through his chest, arrows piercing through 

his shoulder plates, a long blade stabbed into his back, an iron sword pierced into his abdomen. 

Despite this, that male still laughed, extremely heroic. He coughed out large mouthfuls of blood from his 

mouth. 

“Even if I fall in battle, it is still worth it! I already killed more than ten Void Dao Realm foreign bastards, 

haha...” His face was covered in facial hair, staggering about as he moved. 

“Those who don’t come to Desolate Border aren’t men, have no courage. What can a normal battlefield 

be counted as? Only the Desolate Border is a place where heroes rise up!” An elder was also laughing 

loudly, his beard completely white, mouth coughing out bloody suds. Even his heart was beaten rotten, 

coughed out from his mouth. 

There were too many wounds on his body, clearly unable to hold on much longer. It was to the extent 

where there was even a metal arrow nailed into the space between his brows. Fortunately, it didn’t 

completely pierce inside. 

This elder also killed many foreign creatures, but his divine force was exhausted, just like that male, 

already unable to endure much longer, about to die soon. n((𝑜()𝑽-)𝑬..𝑳/(𝐁/-I)/n 

“You lowly things, so stubborn, daring to kill so many of our side’s men, if you aren’t willing to yield or 

become servants, then just accept death!” 

In the distance, a dried-up elder flew over, slapping in this direction. His palm force was astonishing, 

blasting the great desert open. Sand rushed into the heavens, covering all of the creatures from Imperial 

Pass underneath. 

“Bastards, this old one has already killed my fill, so even if I die in battle, I’m satisfied. Just come!” The 

robust male roared. There were weapons stabbed into all parts of his body, all of them trembling right 

now. 

That elder coughed out a mouthful of blood, also saying with a bitter smile, “This grandpa is going to 

fight you to the death!” 

“Kill them, don’t leave a single one of them behind!” 



Even further out, someone released a low shout, ordering for their side to charge and kill. The elder who 

made the great desert break apart with a single palm wanted to end this as soon as possible. 

“Yi, it’s.. Martial Heavenly King!” 

“The one ranked fourth among the ten great experts, Martial Heavenly King came!” 

Many foreign creatures shouted, greatly stirred up. 

Shi Hao secretly hurried over, sneering as he said, “You came at just the right time, I was just looking for 

you. I came precisely for your so-called ten great experts!” 

It was precisely because he saw Martial Heavenly King’s whereabouts that he hurried over here, just in 

time to see the robust male and elder enter a desperate situation, about to be killed. He decisively 

rushed forward to provide assistance. 

“Not even a war god can save you, just accept death!” in the skies, the shriveled elder who threw 

himself over released a great roar. 

His palm blade was tyrannical and berserk, like a sky shocking wave. Even from far away, the pressure 

already made the large male and elder cough out large mouthfuls of blood, the bones within his body 

even about to break apart. 

It was because they were arrows at the end of their flight, while the elder in the sky was a powerful Self 

Severing Realm expert. 

“Is that what you said? That even if a war god came, they still can’t be saved? Do you really think you are 

anyone special?” Shi Hao arrived, standing in front of the overflowing sand wave, taking action in the 

flying sand and stone, a fist smashing into the sky. 

This was a strike carrying his rage, blood energy rushing into the heavens. The profound meanings of the 

Imperishable Scripture were operated to the extreme, battle strength erupting. 

Peng! 

At this moment, a muffled sound rang out from the skies, Then, that shriveled elder staggered 

backwards, his mouth full of blood, as if he saw a ghost. At the same time, his face fell, sweat appearing 

on his forehead. 

It was because that hand of his cracked apart, and then exploded with a pu sound. 

Then, under his shocked eyes, a large hand reached out from the ground, covering this place, sealing 

him and immediately pulling him down. 

“You...” He was trembling. He was a Self Severing Realm expert, his strength powerful, yet right now, he 

was restricted by another, his magical force scattering. 

Kacha! 

Shi Hao wrung his neck with a single motion, and then blasted through his primordial spirit, killing him 

on the spot. 



Everyone became stupefied. A creature that was this powerful was just killed that easily? 

“You dare?!” Right at this time, Martial Heavenly King Wu Feng arrived. 

His head of silver hair scattered down, heroicness flourishing, a layer of silver radiance covering his 

strong body. He was incomparably resplendent, as if a war god descended onto this world! 

His pupils were extremely sharp, staring at Shi Hao. Someone under him was actually killed this easily! 

“Haha...” Shi Hao laughed. Last time, he had already exchanged attacks with this person. They looked 

calm on the surface, but he knew that he injured Martial Heavenly King. 

Right now, Martial Heavenly King didn’t know that the one before him was Huang, and that was why he 

was even more angry. Even a nobody dared to feign viciousness before him! 

Last time, he carried out a short exchange with Shi Hao. At the time, the two could be said to have 

ended the battle with lightning speed. Both of them using their most powerful extreme arts, condensing 

over a hundred moves into one, carrying out a decisive exchange. 

In the end, the moment he withdrew from the battlefield, he began to cough out large mouthfuls of 

blood, taking on serious injuries. 

During this short period of time, he had always been recuperating, cultivating in seclusion. He felt like he 

had evolved on a biological level, advancing, unexpectedly gaining great benefits from that battle. 

After all, he was a disciple of the few undying existences, the inheritance astonishing, strength terrifying. 

That was why the setback brought him great benefits. 

This time, he came full of confidence. Even if he found Huang, he was still going to get revenge, wash 

away the humiliation of that battle. 

Right now, he hadn’t seen Huang, yet ended up encountering a human with exceptional strength. Killing 

intent surged within his silver pupils, decisively taking action, not wishing to say too much. 

“I will send you on your way first, and then search for Huang!” Martial Heavenly King shouted. 

At this moment, the nearby foreign creatures were all cheering, believing that Martial Heavenly King 

would inevitably win, that there wouldn’t be any suspense. He wouldn’t lose a battle at the same level. 

It was because he was known as a Heavenly King, ranked fourth among the ten great young experts, a 

disciple of an undying being. 

Shi Hao’s lips curled into a smile, revealing his snow-white teeth. He didn’t say anything either, directly 

rushing forward. 

He was going to kill this person here, cut down this foreign Heavenly King! 

“Brother Wu, you were here! Haha, after you kill this person, let’s go look for Huang together!” Right at 

this time, a pair of identical creatures appeared, both of them having two pairs of arms, hair like vipers, 

not the normal long hair. 



Their entire bodies were a light golden color, as if cast from gold. Moreover, there was a pair of golden 

wings behind them that released brilliant splendor. 

“Feather Snake Clan’s twin kings have also arrived!” Someone cried out. They never expected two more 

of the ten great young experts to also arrive. 

These were the two experts ranked seventh and eight, twin brothers. They came from the same clan, 

known as the Feather Snake Twin Kings. They were extremely famous, the brothers both ranked within 

the ten great experts, making the youngsters of the various clans all feel reverence and admiration. 

Shi Hao laughed, his smile becoming more and more resplendent. He said to himself, “You all really are 

in a rush to send yourselves to death. Could it be that I’ll be able to wipe out a small half of the ten great 

experts in one go?” 

“What did you say?!” The others couldn’t hear it, but Martial Heavenly King who rushed forward heard 

it very clearly. 

“I was saying, you all should just join hands, or else there isn’t the slightest chance!” Shi Hao laughed 

loudly. Then, his eyes became ice-cold, about to kill all of his enemies! 

“Wu, so lively. This king has also come!” Right at this time, another youngster hurried over, also a 

foreign king, another one of the ten great young experts. 

Chapter 1440 - Killing Kings 

This was a humanoid creature, but he was definitely not human. There was mist around his face, thick 

blood radiance surrounding his body, forming a divine ring, surrounding him within. 

“Green Vine King, he also came!” The foreign creatures were all shocked. The kings actually gathered, 

this really could be considered mustering great forces! 

Green Vine King was ranked fifth amongst the younger generation, right below Martial Heavenly King, 

an extremely powerful expert who could overlook his generation. 

They understood that these young kings gathered to surround Huang, kill him. However, they didn’t end 

up encountering Huang today. 

“It truly is a pity that Huang didn’t come. Otherwise, he would die without a burial ground! With so 

many kings here, if he appeared, there would definitely be no path into heaven, no door to earth!” The 

nearby foreign creatures all felt that it was extremely regretful. 

“Sigh, for all of them to gather just to deal with this nobody, it really is killing a chicken with a bull 

butchering knife. A nobody ended up attracting several kings.” Someone shook their head. 

“Indeed. Good steel should be used on the blade, when used to deal with these types of people, 

wouldn’t just some random blade be enough?” Someone mocked loudly. 

This was obviously done on purpose, because they felt that with four kings from the other side coming 

at once, it was definitely enough to kill Shi Hao. That was why all of the creatures from the other side 

relaxed. 



Shi Hao was also smiling, feeling extremely happy, not minding what everyone was saying at all, only 

staring at the four kings. If he could get rid of all of them in one go, would the other side’s creatures go 

crazy? 

He felt like this really was a rare opportunity. Wasn’t the other side always flaunting their bravery? Then 

he’ll just kill their ten great experts in succession. Just how great of a mental blow would this deal? 

Hong! 

Martial Heavenly King had long taken action, exchanging a palm with Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao narrowed his eyes, not beating the grass to scare the snake, intentionally holding back a bit. At 

the same time, he kept his eyes on the other three kings, ready to fight them at any time! 

That was why this exchange was extremely ordinary, not all that spectacular, nothing to write home 

about. In the end, he avoided Martial Heavenly King’s vicious palm force, only facing the palm wind. 

“I was still wondering how strong he might be, in the end, he could only avoid Martial Heavenly King’s 

attack, nothing more than this. I just knew that the creatures of the other side are unbearably weak, this 

really was the case after all, not daring to fight head-on!” 

“Of course he wouldn’t dare attack head-on, why don’t you think about who he’s facing? That’s Wu 

Feng, an undying existence’s disciple, known as a Heavenly King. Who could confront him head-on?” 

Someone said with disdain. 

The foreign creatures surrounded this place, extremely arrogant, nitpicking as they commented. They 

revealed sneers and disdain towards the creatures from Imperial Pass not far out. 

“Before, I felt like I might be able to kill a dark horse, most likely someone with some fame, now, it 

seems like you are only a donkey, stupidly throwing your life away!” Someone ridiculed, triggering 

endless laughter from the creatures of the other side. 

On the other side, the faces of the creatures from Imperial Pass all fell, but they still revealed a wave of 

powerlessness. Who could face the young kings of the other side alone? It was simply impossible. 

After all, those were the ten great experts, every one of them having the power to massacre the masses, 

able to overlook their peers! 

“Kill him!” 

“Martial Heavenly King, just finish him quickly, kill him!” 

The group of foreign creatures were noisy, wanting this nobody dead. 

They didn’t know that this was precisely Huang, that he was already standing before their eyes, 

moreover about to raise his butcher’s knife! 

“Kill!” 

Martial Heavenly King shouted, the silver patterns between his brows flickering, head of silver hair 

fluttering about, using great killing methods. His right eye was silvery-white, turning into a heavenly 

blade, hacking forward. 



The blade radiance was tens of thousands of zhang long. It hacked apart heaven and earth, primal chaos 

surging, power unmatched! 

This was what the undying existence passed onto him. It was known as Undying Heavenly Blade, able to 

cut through all enemies! 

For the inheritance in Imperial pass, this could be considered an immortal dao method, the power 

naturally boundless, incomparable. 

Shi Hao was extremely calm, to the extent where the corners of his lips tilted upwards, revealing a smile. 

The other party actually used the same move, the last time was also this move, he had already 

experienced it before. 

This Undying Heavenly Blade was indeed frightening, but Shi Hao was well prepared. The Imperishable 

Scripture operated, True Primordial Record also displayed, bone texts interweaving. His fist immediately 

became resplendent. 

Hong! 

He smashed forward just like that! 

Dong! 

This strike erupted like lightning. Ten thousand streaks of light erupted between the two, the void 

collapsing, lightning rumbling, the scene horrifying. 

“What is going on? That person didn’t die? Why was he able to stop Martial Heavenly King’s attack?” 

Many people cried out in shock. 

Meanwhile, the worse had yet to come. Shi Hao didn’t hold back at all, starting to take action with full 

strength. Even though he didn’t clearly display the Kun Peng Technique and others, he merged several 

types of precious techniques together, preparing the killing blow. 

Lightning Emperor Precious Technique, Reincarnation Divine Ability, Willow Deity Technique, and others 

all gathered in his right hand. He produced a magical imprint, complementing it with Imperishable 

Scripture, sending it smashing forward. 

Martial Heavenly King immediately knew that he encountered trouble. This person was far from as 

terrifying as he imagined, this was a powerful enemy! 

As a result, he operated his ancient scripture, stirring on the Undying Heavenly Blade. In addition, the 

silver patterns between his brows shone, all different parts of his body shining together. There were 

immediately many types of ancestral methods that were displayed, supporting the heavenly blade. 

History was always shockingly similar. It was just like last time, the two of them using everything they 

learned, condensing a thousand moves into one to directly decide victory and defeat, life and death. 

“What is going on? Martial Heavenly King encountered his match, actually having to go all out?” Even 

the Feather Snake Twin Kings were shocked! 

Hong! 



This strike exceeded everyone’s imaginations. Light became eternal, drowning everything. Then, the 

void exploded, darkness emerging, devouring everything. 

It went from extreme brilliance to pitch-black like ink. It was extremely astonishing, as if heaven was 

pierced through, the underground abyss exposed! 

This was a confrontation at the peak, containing the greatest strength of both individuals, deciding 

victory and defeat here! 

Pu! 

Martial Heavenly King coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, entire body covered in cracks, almost 

breaking apart. He directly flew out, this scene shocking everyone. 

Regardless of whether it was the foreign side or Imperial Pass, everyone was petrified. The fourth 

ranked Martial Heavenly King of the ten great experts was defeated, seriously injured! 

At the same time, Shi Hao turned into a void figure, quickly rushing over, about to kill him. 

Martial Heavenly King roared in anger, doing everything he could, using all of his power. He released 

essence blood from his mouth, igniting his life source, wishing to resist Shi Hao no matter the cost. He 

didn’t want to die here. 

He wanted to roar out, but SHi Hao’s unmatched fist imprint arrived, still not holding back, smashing 

straight at him with his greatest strength! 

Peng! 

Martial Heavenly King did everything he could, but this fist imprint was too powerful, as if a great 

mountain was crushing down, striking his arms until they broke. Blood sprayed out from his mouth, he 

couldn’t roar out even if he wanted to. 

He used his divine will, wishing to transmit sound. However, in the end, Shi Hao released a light shout, 

his voice like thunder, directly about to scatter his primordial spirit. 

The other party was using soul force, interfering with this place, suppressing his primordial spirit! 

“Martial Heavenly King, you have to hold on!” Right at this time, Green Vine King and the Feather Snake 

Twin Kings all rushed over, wishing to provide assistance. They were incredibly shocked, never expecting 

Martial Heavenly King to almost be killed here. 

Only, they were too late. Shi Hao approached, his palms becoming half translucent, blood roiling, 

releasing thunderous noises. At the same time, endless light erupted, slapping over. 

Ah... 

Martial Heavenly King screamed, only, his voice was drowned out. Shi Hao’s fist was deafening like wind 

and thunder, crushing the world as he approached. 

Pu! 



Martial Heavenly King’s hands were blasted to pieces. In addition, his arms turned into a bloody mist 

inch by inch, also being destroyed. 

The main reason was because his foundation had already been injured after exchanging an attack with 

all his strength with Shi Hao, losing his peak fighting ability. Right now, he wasn’t Shi Hao’s opponent at 

all. 

Shi Hao laughed coldly. The fourth imprint descended. He condensed a fist imprint, entire body burning, 

releasing dazzling radiance. 

Hong! 

This time, Martial Heavenly King was in despair. If he ran, Huang would chase after him, while the three 

kings in the back wouldn’t be able to help him in time. 

If he didn’t run, even if the three kings rushed over, Huang would still definitely kill him! 

“I’m going to stake it all!” He roared angrily, not running, hoping to drag down Shi Hao so the three kings 

could attack him from the back. 

Only, he was destined for disappointment. Shi Hao’s speed was too fast, Earth to Inches, after rushing 

forward, his divine force erupted even more powerfully. 

Pu! 

Even though Martial Heavenly King was resisting, the ancestral technique directly collapsed. Meanwhile, 

his entire body also exploded, blasted apart by Shi Hao’s fist! 

Martial Heavenly King fell, body and spirit extinguished before everyone’s faces. 

This left everyone stunned. All of them were trembling, especially those foreign creatures who mocked 

Shi Hao before. They felt as if they were experiencing a nightmare! 

Their Martial Heavenly King actually fell in battle! 

“Damn it, he is definitely the one who killed the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King!” One of the Feather 

Snake Clan’s Twin Kings shouted. 

“It’s your turn now!” Shi Hao spoke coldly. In the time it took for sparks to fly off a flint, he avoided the 

three individuals’ attacks, rushing right past, directly slaughtering his way over. He moved powerfully, 

immediately raising his fist to attack! 

Hong! 

The Feather Snake Twin Kings’ hair were all vipers, crazily dancing about. Their long hair immediately 

moved out, rushing forward. 

Moreover, they each had a pair of golden wings behind them. They moved, resembling golden feather 

swords, terrifying beyond compare as they hacked outwards. 

Chi! 



At the same time, Green Vine King displayed power, revealing part of its true body, a vine. Right now, 

green light flickered about, streak after streak of green gold growing in the void, about to ensnare Shi 

Hao. In addition, there were still many vines that were even sharper than spears, stabbing forward, 

about to pierce through him. 

The three great kings shared tacit understanding, all of them attacking Shi Hao. It was because they 

knew this person was too terrifying, even killing Martial Heavenly King, so if they faced him alone, they 

would undoubtedly die. 

The nearby foreign creatures all couldn’t help but feel shocked. This was too terrifying! The fourth 

ranked Martial Heavenly King was killed, and now, the fifth ranked Green Vine King, seventh and eighth 

ranked Feather Snake Twin Kings were all attacking a single person. Things actually developed to this 

extent! 

Ten great experts, in their eyes, they should be unmatched, at the very least, no one in the younger 

generation should be able to stop them. They should be enough to sweep through all of Imperial Pass’ 

young cultivators. 

However, today, a single person toppled everything they knew. This person killed Wu Feng first, and 

then he fought three great kings alone, moreover seemingly at an advantage! 

Shi Hao didn’t hold back, using all of his strength. He wanted to kill them in the shortest amount of time 

to prevent anything unexpected from happening. 

Pu! 

He grabbed the golden wings of one of the Feather Snake Twin Kings. These were originally unstoppable 

divine wings, yet in the end, a piece was forcibly torn off by him. 

“You...” That individual cried out in alarm, entire body erupting with golden radiance, wishing to 

counterattack Shi Hao. 

Pu! 

As a result, Shi Hao immediately tore off an entire wing, causing blood to gush outwards. 

Ah... 

He screamed miserably, this type of pain was unbearable. 

“Kill!” The other Feather Snake roared in fury, rushing forward and attacking. 

Green Vine King didn’t say a word, also taking action with everything he had. This wasn’t the time to 

selfishly hold back, they had to work together, or else they would all die. 

“Let’s attack together!” The other foreign creatures came to a realization, slaughtering their way 

forward. 

“We will also take action!” When the cultivators of the Nine Heavens’ side saw this, their blood all began 

to boil, also roaring out, rushing over murderously. 



“You can go on your way!” Shi Hao said coldly. It was because after he tore off that Feather Snake’s 

wing, he grabbed one of his arms immediately afterwards. 

When one was grabbed in front of Shi Hao, how could anything good happen from it? 

Shi Hao cultivated the Imperishable Scripture, his flesh incomparably powerful, there was no way these 

people could compare to him. As a result, Shi Hao took action bare-handedly, immediately hacking this 

Feather Snake King in half, this being the case for his primordial spirit as well! 

“Brother! Ah! No!” The other Feather Snake King howled with grief. 

“Kill!” The Green Vine King also cried out. Vines covered the skies, piercing towards Shi Hao. 

“All of you can go on your way!” At this moment, Shi Hao was like an unequalled reincarnated demon 

king, cold and ruthless. 

During the following battle, he blasted apart the space between the other Feather Snake King’s brows, 

smashing through his skull, killing him on the spot. 

Then, he condensed a magical imprint, blasting Green Vine King’s body, making his entire body’s divine 

force surge, ignite into flames, moreover revealing the original Green Vine body. 

Peng! 

In the end, Shi Hao condensed a magical imprint, rushing forward. He smashed him to pieces, bloody 

mist pervading the air. 

The kings were all killed! 

Everyone sucked in cold air. This was a major event! This human young expert killed four great experts 

in one go, this was definitely going to shake up Desolate Border! 

If the dead Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King was added, that was five great experts! Everyone had 

reason to doubt that it was the same person who did this! 

Five of the foreign side’s ten great young experts were killed in one day, this was just too terrifying, 

definitely heaven piercing! This would definitely trigger a massive commotion. 

 


